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BIODYNAMICS.

preceding articles, given a
brief outline of General Anatomy and Physiology, treating, under these heads, of Organic
Matter and Biotic Actions, comprehending
the phenomena of organization and function,
I shall now proceed to notice, in a brief chapter—brief compared to the importance of the
subject—the causes of these phenomena.
All motion, as well as all of the properties of matter, is produced by certain imperceptible influences, called by philosophers,
Forces. Some attribute all of the phenomena of nature to the varied operation of a
single force. Others contend for the duality
of natural forces; while still others believe
in the existence of several primary forces.
But the tendency at present seems to be toward regarding all natural phenomena as being explicable upon the theory of but one or
two elementary forces. It seems to my mind
that there is an abundance of evidence to
convince any unprejudiced inquirer of the
duality of these forces, if not of the existence
of several such supermaterial causes. Two
bodies may be moved toward, or from, each
other. Now if we consider the power to
move these bodies as being inherent properHAVING,

in
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ties of them, it seems evident there must be
a power of motion in two directions, a force
of Attraction and also a force of Repulsion.
Attraction is an inherent property of all
matter. It is the cause of the aggregation
of particles forming masses; of masses moving toward each other, etc. Attraction in
different circumstance receives various names.
When the attraction is between substances of
the same kind at imperceptible distances from
each other it is called Cohesion. When the
attraction is between substances of different
kinds at imperceptible distances apart, it is
called Chemical Attraction; and when between masses of matter at perceptible distances
from each other, and whether of the same, or
different, kinds, it is called Attraction of
Gravitation. Then we have electric and
magnetic attraction, and a modification of cohesion called capillary attraction. Where cohesion exists between substances dissimilar in
kind and imperceptible in distance apart, it
is sometimes called Adhesion. These terms
are erroneous when applied to designate independent forces, but as indications of modifications of the one attractive force by different conditions, they are perfectly proper.
Notwithstanding I intimate here that I believe in the existence of but one attractive
force, yet whether there is one, or a dozen,
does not affect my theory of vital or biotic
forces; it only simplifies or complicates the
theory accordingly as we accept the doctrine
of the simplicity or complication of attractive
forces in nature. The principal idea to be
enforced here, is, that attraction is an inherent property of all matter, subject to modifications of manifestations by certain conditions.
Repulsion is, I think, a property as universally inherent in matter as is attraction.
I am aware that philosophers say but little
about the force of repulsion, except in connection with certain electrical and magnetic
phenomena, but to my mind, a few facts are
worth more than a score of philosophers, and
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I believe the facts are not few which go to
establish the universality of an inherent repulsive force in matter. But as this doctrine
is only incidently connected with that of the
biotic forces, I will not ailempt to prove its
truthfulnebs in this place; but the subject
being much simplified by assuming this hypothesis, I will consider this as admitted, and
proceed.
Though attraction and repulsion are inherent properties of all substances, and though
they constitute the motive causes of all active
phenomena, yet so long as they are in a state
of static equilibrium, a condition of balance,
they can cause no motion. It is only when
one or the other of these forces predominates
over the other that motion ensues. When
repulsion predominates, the effect is a motion
of the bodies from each other; when attraction predominates, the motion will be of one
or both bodies toward each other. So we
have the important fact that it is possible to
disturb the equilibrium of these forces. To
illustrate this fact by experiment, let us suppose the case of water at a temperature of
60° Fah. Now if we so disturb the equilibrium of the cohesion and repulsion of the
particles of the water, as to cause the repulsion to predominate, we may increase the bulk
of the water very many times by the force of
repulsion in the particles of water, driving
them asunder until the density of the original substance becomes so much reduced that
it would not be recognized by any one not
acquainted with the phenomena, and which
state of extreme rarity gives reason for a distinct name—steam. Then again, we may
cause the cohesion to predominate until the
water becomes so dense that one acquainted
with none of the facts in the case could not
possibly recognize it as being the same substance; and this condition of extreme density
really gives occasion for another name—ice,
so that for the same substance we have three
distinct names indicating the relative proportions of the inherent forces.
We habitually designate the various relative quantities of the inherent forces of substances by various names. When we speak
of the mere phenomena of predominant repulsion between the particles of a mass, we
call it heat; and when of predominant attraction, cold. When one or the other forces
predominate in masses of matter, we call the
phenomena motion. Various other degrees
and modifications of these forces are called
light, electricity, magnetism, &c.
I hope these imperfect explanations of the
nature of the natural forces in general, will
be sufficiently understood by my readers to

enable them to comprehend that of the biotic forces in particular, which I am about to
try to explain. I hope the critical reader
will entirely fail to notice the rags and ill-fitting garments in which these ideas are clothed,
by strictly confining his attention and criticisms to the matter and not to the manner.
As for the theory itself, I invite free, full,
and candid criticism.
Biodynamics is a term chosen to designate
the doctrine of biotic, or vital, forces, which
subject will now be more directly presented
to the attention of the reader.
Ever since the days of Hippocrates and
Galen, scientific minds have been forced to
adopt or concoct some doctrine of a force or
forces inherent in living beings distinct from
that of substances in general. The phenomena of life seems inexplicable to most scientific minds on any theory of mere physical
or chemical forces to the exclusion of some
peculiar life-force. This force has been called
by various names; such as, " Anima," " Anima Vegetans," " Vis
" " Vis Insita,"
" Spiritus Archteus," " Via 'Nervea," " Vital
Force," "Vitality," " Nervous Fluid," " Life
Force," etc., etc. This " vital principle," as
some all it, has received various explanations
by different distinguished authorities. Hippocrates, Galen, Celsus, Avicenna, Paracelsus, Van Fielmont, Stahl, Lord Bacon, Haller, Hoffman, Cullen, Des Cartes, Liebig,
Paine, Darwin, &c., not to forget our great
Hygeio-Therapeutic Reformer, Trall, have
all had their theories of vital forces ; and
though mine may appear like a mouse compared to a mountain, coming, as it does, after
all these great minds have " tried their hand,"
I shall let my readers have it, fully believing
that it is scientifically correct, and accounting
for its being so universally overlooked by
()Teat minds, by the fact of its very great
simplicity. The great philosopher is not
half se likely to find daisies by looking for
them among the stars, as the humble peasant
who seeks them among the grass at his feet.
The Biotic Forces (Vitality, Vital principle, or whatever else they may be called,)
consist of a peculiar arrangement of the primary forces inherent in the elements of the organic substances with reference to special
functions; and this peculiar arrangement of
elementary forces is the result of the peculiar
arrangement of the inorganic elements of
the organic substance, spoken of in No. 2
(February, 1869), of this series of articles.
This implies that each inorganic elementary
substance retains all of the properties after it
has been assimilated by a living tissue, which
were inherent in it before such assimilation ;
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and that the aggregation of these elements in
such order as to constitute an organic substance does not add any new elementary property, but simply new compound properties
whose elements are identical with the original
properties of these elements before becoming
part of an organic tissue.
Those who contend for an elementary vital
force distinct from ordinary attraction or repulsion, may object to this theory as attributing the phenomena of life to chemical and
mechanical causes, or forces. But, though
this seems true at a superficial glance at the
doctrine, the objection is entirely without
foundation. The Biotic Forces are as distinct
from chemical or mechanical forces, as organic substances are from inorganic matter.
The very act of organization of inorganic material by the plant, results in a like organization of chemical and mechanical forces, forming Biotic Forces.
The Biotic Forces, like ordinary attraction
and repulsion, are incapable of causing motion so long as they are in a state of equilibrium. This condition of these forces is seen
in the seeds of plants previous to germination.
The operation of the causes of biotic action
depends upon conditions as much as does that
of the causes of chemical Or mechanical action. Suppose the Biotic Forces in a living
being, or any part of a living being, to be in
a state of static equilibrium; before any living
phenomena can be manifested, this equilibrium must be disturbed so as to cause either
the Biotio Attraction or Repulsion to predominate. In case of the seeds of plants, this is
accomplished by heat (repulsion). In case of
the leaves of plants, the " chemical ray," or
" actinism," of the sun destroys the equilibrium of the forces inherent in carbonic acid
(CO2), causing the force of repulsion to predominate, thus freeing the elements from
each other, and subjecting the carbon to the
Biotic Attraction of the plant, and the oxygen to its Biotic Repulsion, by which means
the former is assimilated, and the latter exhaled—repelled, thrown off. In case of the
muscular forces, etc., of animals and humans,
their static equilibrium is disturbed through
the agency of nervous conductors and ganglionic generators of force. The generation of
this force results from the decomposition of
the ganglionic substances. But I can occupy
no more space at this time, and so drop the
subject before I have hardly entered upon it;
but it being one of peculiar interest, I hope
to illustrate it fully in future articles.
Makatida, April, 1869.
FORGIVE thyself nothing, and others much.
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Wine Drinking in France.
[The following is an extract from a letter
written from France by a little girl-f-not a
young lady !—but a little girl of fourteen, to
a young friend in America. She was born
in this country, and has lived here until about
two years ago. Since then she has been living in Ireland and France.]
DEAR N— : I want to tell you of a
resolution I have made : Never to touch any
intoxicating beverage. If I had not seen
enough before leaving America to make me
abhor it as much as I ought, I certainly have
seen enough since. Three months before I
left America, I took a pledge to ' never use
tobacco, or any drink that can intoxicate." At
G— [her father's home in Ireland] everybody drinks wine except papa, mamma, and I;
and after dinner the men take their ' punch.'
Even clergymen take their ' punch' regularly
after dinner, and so-called ladies take it sometimes. They say, I could not do without some
stimulant;' and they say, It aids digestion.' "
Here in France, every one drinks wine,
even little children ; a weak wine it is true,
but it seems to me that the crystal water
which God has given us is the best drink. I
am but a child, but every example helps, and
I hope that mine may never help the wrong
side. Even if I liked wine and other intoxicating drinks, I would cheerfully give them
up. I wish also to give my dear papa the
pleasure of feeling that his daughter will
never, never touch intoxicating drinks. My
body is the temple of the Spirit of God, and
I do not wish to pollute it."
Health and Study.
by gaining knowledge we destroy our
health, we labor for a thing that will be useless in our hands; and if, by harassing our
bodies, though with a design to render ourselves more useful, we deprive ourselves of
the abilities and opportunities of doing that
good which we might have done with a meaner
talent, which God thought sufficient for us,
by having denied us the strength to improve
it to that pitch which men of stronger constitution can attain to, we rob God of so much
service. and our neighbors of all that help.
which in a state of health, with moderate
knowledge, we might be able to perform.
He that sinks his vessel by overloading it,
though it be with gold and silver and precious
stones, will give his owner but an ill account
of his voyage.
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A STORY FOR YOUNG HEALTH REFORMERS.
A LITTLE story I will tell—
Though simple, it may please you well;
Per trifling things, we sometimes find,
Make deep impressions on the mind.
When storms and chilling winds were o'er,
And grass sprung thick about the door,
Two little birds, in plain brown dressed,
Came seeking where to build their nest.
They flew about the yard all day,
And to each other chirped away;
But neither hedge-row, shrubs, nor trees,
The little architects did please.
At last the hen-bird twittering said,
"It suits me best—the old barn shed;
And with to-morrow's rising sun,
I'll have me there a nest begun."
The shed was underneath the barn,
A queer retreat, so dull and warm ;
Huge beams lay on the gray stone wall,
And there she'd build her nest so small.
A more romantic place, I thought,
Dear little bird, you might have sought;
A leafy branch, in glen or nook,
That overhung a babbling brook.
But could you've heard, next morn, the notes
That welled up from their little throats,
You would have thought the happiest pair
They were, that ever winged the air.
And all that day, with tireless wing,
Twigs, leaves, and grass, I saw them bring;
But when night came for them to rest,
They were the owners of a nest.
The next time that I passed the shed,
Above the nest a little head
Peered out at me, as if to say,
"I just as soon you'd keep away."
The reason why, at once I guessed:
Small eggs lay bid beneath her breast;
And how could she protect them there,
Those precious objects of her care?
And now I'll tell you something strange :
Soon to the nest there came a change;
It was a very clever trick,
But each small egg became a chick!
They were odd-looking little things,
With gaping bills and naked wings;
Yet mother-bird she thought, no doubt,
Hers were the prettiest ones about.
They grew so fast upon their food,
The old bird said that all her brood
Their little, fluttering wings must try,
And see how well each one could fly.
But knowledge that experience brings
They'd not, the little darling things;
And I am sorry to relate
Of one poor bird the cruel fate.
About a half a year before
(It might have been a little more)?
Two kittens that we thought so nice,
Were got to keep away the mice.
Now one had fur as black as night,
The other as the snow was white ;
Their names a sentimental girl
Kedar at once pronounced, and Pearl.

•
But kitty Pearl was very sly,
And ere with ease the birds could fly,
Down in the grass she hid one day,
And, just as still as could be, lay.
She watched them as they flew around,
Till one lit near her on the ground ;
When from the grass she made a spring,
And caught it by its tiny wing.
I ran for her fast as I could,
And shouted, but it did no good ;
I called for help to stop the cat,
And blamed, and scolded, and all that.
Under the kitchen floor she slid,
And out of search of me she hid.
She now had fairly won the day,
And without fear could eat her prey.
Just then the bird in plain brown dressed,
That came near us to build her nest,
In tones of deep distress, I heard,
Loud calling for her missing bird.
Henceforth, I said, I shall be loth
To pour that kitten any froth.
She always had enough to eat;
'Twas no excuse she wanted meat.
And think, to make her that one meal,
What anguish other things must feel!
Now for the moral to my tale ;
To give you this I would not fail.
Scarce had these words by me been said,
When I for shame hung down my head,
That I should thus the kitten blame,
When men of sense do much the same.
For constantly the cruel knife
Is sacrificing something's life,
And causing some poor creature pain,
That their own lives they may sustain.
The best of grains and choicest fruit,
Man's taste perverted does not suit ;
His grosser nature calls for meat,
When better things there are to eat.
That lesson did me this much good:
Destroy no life to give me food;
What God for Adam first designed,
That still is best for all mankind.
L. IL 0.

May, 1869.

Concerning Teeth.
A VAST amount of human suffering is
caused by decayed and aching teeth. And
then the remedy that is most frequently
made use of, and one of the most undoubted
efficacy, namely, extraction, coming in, as it
does in most cases, after days, and perhaps
months, of suffering, which has induced a supersensitive condition of the nervous system ;
the visit to the dentist's office, the chair of
torture, the mortal dread and horror when
the cold, pitiless beak grasps the tooth, and
is forced down between it and the gum; and
then the final wrenching, tearing, crashing,
with the terrible and terrifying pain ;—these
things together constitute one of the most
trying and fearful of human experiences, and
it is not to be wondered at that the sufferer
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exhibits by word and action his profound conviction that he has reached the climax of human wretchedness.
Though this suffering from the extraction
of teeth is a common experience, yet it is,
nevertheless, truly a serious affair; and to the
dentist who is blessed or cursed with a tender heart, it would be a source of perpetual
discomfort from sympathy, were it not that
familiarity with such scenes, to a great degree,
hardens his feelings, so that they axe much
less easily affected.
Whatever lies within the compass of a reasonable amount of trouble and expense, that
promises greatly to reduce the frequency of
these instances of suffering, it would be supposed, would strongly appeal to the consideration of all intelligent persons. But carelessness or slovenliness, that bane of, and disgrace
to, civilization, interposes, and the advice of
the dentist is given to the winds, and decaying teeth in filthy mouths betoken that their
owners are proof against the ameliorating and
benign influences of science.
What causes the teeth to decay, and thus
to ache? I answer, Acid, in a large majority of cases—almost every acid—everything
sour, preys upon the substance of teeth when
they are exposed to its influence. Lemon
juice, vinegar, sour apples, how quickly they
" set the teeth on edge." Every one has notined this. These acids eat into the teeth, a
little way to be sure, but if operating long
enough, they would eat them up. We take
largely of acids in our food, and sometimes as
medicine. In most cases they are, and always should be, diluted, made weak before
being taken into the mouth; thus the effect
on the teeth is lessened.
But it is not acid taken into the mouth
that causes most decay of the teeth, but acid
generated in the mouth, produced in the very
place where it works its mischief. The way
in which it is mostly produced is by the acetous fermentation of such portions of the food
we eat, as remain hidden away about the
teeth between the meals, and especially during the night. A small quantity of bread,
potato, or any vegetable food, and also milk,
remaining in the mouth from supper to breakfast, is almost sure to sour—to produce acid.
During the progress of mastication, some of
the food works between the teeth, and into
every little nook and corner, whence it is not
likely to be removed by the tongue or lips,
nor washed away by the saliva. We will suppose the person to go to bed with this pasty
mass, composed of bread, cake, and other
food, between his teeth. During the hours
of sleep, the secretion of saliva is arrested,
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the temperature of the mouth is ninety-eight
degrees, just right to induce fermentation,
and before morning this food gets sour, and
it eats the parts of the teeth with which it is
in contact; and these are the places that decay first, where food gets into and remains,
unless some special effort is put forth to remove it. A small dish containing food in
the same condition as that between the teeth,
if kept steadily at the temperature of the
mouth, will exhibit signs of fermentation in
a comparatively short space of time. And,
if after it becomes sour, a tooth be put into
the mixture, it will, if left in, be slowly eaten
by the acid which has generated during the
fermentation of the food in the dish, and its
hardness and the integrity of its structure
will be destroyed.
This is the one great and prolific cause of
dental decay—the fermentation of the food
between and about the teeth. The process
is slow, but it is also being constantly repeated ; and when once the enamel, the outer
wall, is broken through, the work of destruction is more rapid. The reason of this is,
that the dentine which lies beneath the enamel, is less firm in its structure, and cannot
nearly so well resist the action of destructive
agents; and, also, when once a small cavity
of decay is formed, the receptacle for food is
thereby enlarged, more of it is retained, and
more acid generated, to act still further on
the tooth.
The cause of decay is no doubt most active
in the latter part of the night, and in the
morning before breakfast. The acid that has
been produced has then for several hours free
and undisturbed action on the teeth. Eating
breakfast will arrest the action; for the saliva that is then largely secreted, together
with the drinks taken into the mouth, will
mix with, and carry away, the acid from the
teeth; and, also, by the process of chewing,
the fermented matter will be crowded out, removed, and its place supplied by portions of
the meal just eaten. This, of course, would
also ferment, but between the breakfast and
dinner there is not time enough for acid to
generate; and, moreover, during the day. RI
liva is much more abundant than in the night,
and this, it is easy to see, washing through
the food between the teeth, would prevent
fermentation. Eating dinner repeats the effects from eating the morning meal, and so
also supper removes what remains over from
dinner. But now follow twelve hours, which
is time enough for the production of acid, and
several hours to spare for it to prey upon the
teeth.
Now that we are acquainted with this cause
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of dental destruction, common sense points
out the proper course for us to pursue, to
avert the dire evil; namely, remove the fermentable material from the teeth before it
ferments. Practically, it is difficult to remove all of it, but the nearer we come to this,
the nearer we are to safety. A long, slim
quill tooth-pick, passed between the teeth, removes food from there, and a brush, faithfully used, will take it from every other part
of the teeth. Thus a near approach to absolute cleanliness of the teeth may, and should,
be made every night before retiring.
But if we do all this, our teeth will, nevertheless, decay, but their liability to do so will
be very much diminished. There are other
causes that operate destructively on the teeth.
Sometimes the saliva becomes slightly acid,
whereas in perfect health it is alkaline. Occasionally the mucous secretion from the gums
acquires the same chemical quality, in which
case there is apt to be decay near the border
of the gum. In many cases the teeth are organically defective, and unable to resist even
slightly unfavorable influences. In all these
instances, brushing the teeth is essential. It
also prevents the deposition of tartar, which
is another fruitful source of injury.
When decay is already an accomplished
fact, then the services of a dentist should be
secured. By proper filling, the teeth may be
made as good as ever. But this costs money,
and some will not, and others are not able to
get it done. I can only say as to both cases,
It is a pity. Extraction must follow decay
in nearly all cases, unless filling is resorted
to.
But my chief object in this article is to
present the best way of preventing decay of
the teeth. And to recapitulate, in conclusion,
I say, Use the tooth-pick, use the tooth-brush,
and use it faithfully, taking pains to brush
near the gums, both on the inside and outside, and ends of the teeth, and do this before going to bed, and as many times besides
as you please. If your teeth will not thus
keep smooth and white, go to a respectable
dentist, and buy some tooth-powder (not at
the shops), and use that as directed. Get in
the habit of caring for your teeth, and it will
not be a burden. Your breath will be sweeter,
your health better, and your conscience
clearer.—North 'Western Farmer.
. EVERY new luxury put into the mouth of
mankind opens the way for a million of doctors. In the early ages of man, when bread
and fruit and water sufficed to sustain life,
there was no sickness, and of course no doctors.

With combinations, complications and changes
of diet, came illness, and among people there
has ever since been die-it sad to behold.—Ex.

The Greatest Humbug of the Age.
RECENTLY, while in conversation with a
physician who had practiced allopathy for
some years, he remarked that homeopathy
was the "greatest humbug of the age." In
reflecting on this remark, I could but ask
myself the question, Which of the two systems, allopathy or homeopathy, is the greater
humbug. It may be truthfully said of the
former, that it is a harsh, severe, " kill-orcure" system, having for its foundation bleeding, blistering, and purging, all of them lifedestroying processes. Homeopathy repudiates
all these, and, like the hygienic system, its
advocates boldly teach the people that they
are not only not means to restore health, but
that they are actually destructive to health,
and, when employed, greatly lessen the chances
for the sick to recover. On the contrary, homeopathy is gentle and mild in everything given
to the sick, so much so that a physician, not
of that school, recently remarked to me that
positively no effect was ever obtained from
medicine by homeopathists, for they did not
administer medicine enough to affect the human system in the least; and further remarked
that persons every day breathed from the atmosphere more poison than was given by
homeopathists. But it is not my object, in
this article, to defend homeopathy as superior
to all other systems, yet I regard it as greatly
in advance of most of the modern systems on
the road to reform, and our homeopathic
brethren are certainly entitled to much credit
for their zeal in saving the race from the
clutches of grim drugopathy.
Wherever homeopathic physicians have
located and offered their services to the public, the old-school system has lost ground, its
friends have steadily lessened, and homeopathy has grown in favor with the people. And
why ? Simply because the system is mild,
and its advocates recommend a careful diet,
and a judicious use of many hygienic agencies, such as water, rest, quiet, sleep, &o.
A case or two of actual occuuence will illustrate the barbarity of the drug system, as compared with modern reforms : The first is that
of a lady a little past the middle age of life, who
became slightly indisposed, from cold or some
other cause. The family had usually resorted
to the old-school practice, and a physician of
that system was called. Calomel, of course,
was the medicine for the first dose. It was
followed by calomel; and, judging from the
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result, and circumstances connected with the of his last prescription; this time he had hit
case, a regular calomel diet was administered, the right remedy; and, for aught I know,
till the husband and children saw this wife the poor fool is still hitting away as hard as
and mother rapidly declining, and became con- ever with his calomel and jalap, a living type
vinced that life could not last long under of mental perversity and folly."
such treatment. This course of treatment
Thus the old school goes on, rejecting
was discontinued, but too late. The lady everything that does not follow in its deathly
survived but a few weeks, and fell a martyr wake. Its adherents are too bigoted and
to a system which sends to premature graves self-conceited to learn, and so go on from
thousands each week we live.
year to year in their ignorance.
A post-mortem examination revealed this
One thing is noticeable in this system :
condition : The liver was almost entirely they have some half a dozen drugs which are
destroyed—indurated, swollen, its gall-duct nearly its whole soul and body. Calomel, quiobstructed by calculi—in short, rendered en- nine, morphine, and a few others, are their
tirely useless by this terrible poison, calomel. all in all. But calomel is king. They give
This examination was made by a number of it for their first dose, and the last before their
competent physicians, who were of this opin- patient expires. It reminds me of the old
ion. Were not this woman and her family lady who said three things would make her
humbugged by this system ? I think they perfectly happy. The first was a world of
were, if any humbuggery exists in the world. snuff; the second, a great box to put it in ;
Another case was that of a young married and when interrogated as to the third, she
lady who employed an allopathic doctor for a said she could not exactly say, but she thought
slight cold. She, of course, rapidly grew she should take a little more snuff.
worse, till her doctor gave her a dose of what
Let all friends of health and humanity behe called medicine, which, she said, seemed ware of this terrible humbug.
to her like swallowing so much liquid fire.
J. F. BYINGTON, M. D.
It seemed to destroy the skin of her mouth,
tongue, throat, and stomach. She was a terTobacco, Dirt, and Nicotine.
rible sufferer till death relieved her. Was
there any humbug about this ? Probably
A SWEET little lad of three summers, was
there was a little. Enough to have sent a re- happily at play around his affectionate father,
formed-school physician to the penitentiary for when he was observed to be filling his mouth
malpractice, had he been the guilty person. with dirt, and to be chewing it.
Another case is that of a lady, which I
" Why," exclaimed the astonished parent,
will give in the words of a friend : " A young " what are you putting into your mouth ?
woman out West was confined to her bed with Spit it right out !"
bilious fever. An old-school physician, in" Papa eats tobacco, and I eat dirt," was
crusted with all the miserable abominations the mild and innocent reply. Yes, papa
of his abominable system, had tried in vain to could eat the filthy poison, tobacco, and call
break it. Cold water had been strictly pro- it good; say it made him feel better, &c.
hibited during the whole course of his treat- Yet he could not see his little boy eat dirt,
ment. The pitiful bungler had exhausted however clean it might be. This was all
his whole stock of empirical routine, and had right. But look here, tobacco-eaters. Do
left his last nostrum, with an intimation that you really think there is, physiologically, any
he did not expect to see the patient alive the reason why you should eat poison in the form
next morning. A lady friend of mine, who of tobacco, more than why that little son
was a strong believer in water, offered to sit should eat dirt ? We believe all reason, and
up with the patient that night. The patient's good common sense, say, No. Then do "spit
tongue was parched, and she craved cold it right out," and don't use it again.
water. My friend took the responsibility of
Says the Medical Record, A case of death
giving it to her. It was like balm in Gilead. from nicotine recently occurred under the
For tha first time since she had been sick, following circumstances : The father of a litshe perspired. A little more water, and a tle girl, in an endeavor to heal a sore on her
little more, and she was drenched with per- lip, applied to it the contents of a " rank"
spiration, and her clothing had to be changed pipe stem. The victim was almost immedia number of times. When her physician ately seized with the peculiar symptoms of toarrived in the morning, expecting to find her bacco-poisoning, and died a few hours aftera lifeless wreck, he found her free from fever, ward.
A. S. HUTCHINS.
and in a fair way of recovery. Of course, he
congratulated himself on the brilliant results
THE more schools, the fewer jails.
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editorial.
Idiosyncrasies.
AN interesting article under this heading

medicines be prescribed by rule, as is the too
common custom, without occasionally evil, nay,
even disastrous results? We have often had
opium prescribed in the ordinary full dose with
the view to produce the ordinary, but exactly
the opposite effect, invariably resulting to us
from its use. We have seen the feet and limbs of
a young lady whose skin is peculiarly susceptible
to poisonous effects, so swollen and inflamed from
the effects of mustard drafts, as to excite fears of
the worst consequences. We have seen similar
effects from the application of carbolic acid to
the skin. We have stood by hundreds of sick
beds and have seen numberless doses prescribed,
and hardly ever have heard a physician ask how
certain medicines usually affect the patients. As
a consequence, we have seen patients completely
prostrated by the action [?] of drastic purgatives,in
doses that would not, perhaps, have seriously injured the average patient. We have seen others
completely narcotized by doses of morphine that
would only have quieted a cough in most; and so
on to the end of the chapter.
We are well aware that book doctoring is held
at its proper valuation by the leaders in the medical profession, and that to such, the really skillful, even the slightest peculiarity of temperament
is not deemed unworthy of attention; but there
are too many, far too many, who put all patients
on the same plane, and confine themselves rigidly
to one routine of treatment.

in the Scientific American, contains some
pointed facts bearing on the system of indiscriminate drugging, so peculiar to the " profession " at the present day. It is a wellknown fact that individuals may be found
here and there, possessing peculiarities of
constitution and temperament rendering them
acutely sensitive to influences which do not
thus affect the generality of people; a familiar illustration of the old adage, " One man's
meat is another man's poison." These idiosyncrasies are manifested in connection with
the senses of sight, hearing, smell, &c., but
are most common in connection with eating
and drinking. and are confined mainly to
articles of diet which are regarded as not
strictly hygienic. To this there are found
some exceptions, as a few of this class of
people are unable to eat certain wholesome
articles of food without inconvenience, and
even distress. The Scientific American gives
These peculiarities should not be entirely
the following facts illustrating this point :
lost sight of in the use of hygienic agents,
Almost every one is acquainted with somebody as some people are peculiarly sensitive to hot
who cannot eat honey without subsequent distress or cold water, air, &c. But with what an inat the stomach. Not quite so common are those finitely greater degree of safety can a system
who cannot eat the flesh of certain kinds of ani- of treatment be employed, which banishes
mals. A number of cases are recorded of those
who could not eat mutton without poisonous carbolic acid, mustard drafts, morphine, and
effects. An instance of this kind once came drastic purgatives, and recognizes Nature as
within our personal knowledge. Supposing it to the great curative power. Even although
be purely the effect of imagination, the mutton these idiosyncrasies may be a part of one's
was once smuggled into mince pies, usually made nature, if let alone they are harmless, and
with beef, and thus disguised, was eaten by the
person affected, with quite serious results. Vio- certainly that system of "doctoring" must
lent pain in the stomach, and sickness, followed commend itself to the judgment of the disby copious vomiting, in fact, nearly all the symp- eliminating which meddles with Nature the
toms of irritant poisoning, succeeded the eating of least.
W. C. G.

the mutton in this case ; and although the vomiting relieved the more distressing symptoms, the
Tobacco and Bugs.
effects were felt for several days. Similar effects
from eating mutton are recorded in the books.
A WRITER in the Western Rural gets deEven the mildest, and apparently most harmless,
articles of food may prove baneful to some peo- cidedly funny over an article which that
ple. Rice, cheese, eggs, and various kinds of paper copies from the REFORMER. He says :
fruits, as strawberries, oranges, and melons, have
In the Western Rural of Feb. 4, page 40, there
been known invariably to produce ill effects upon
is an article headed "Bad Bedfellows," from the
some peculiarly-constituted individuals.
HEALTH REFORMER. After stating what a misWithout doubt, many of these idiosyncra- erable nuisance a tobacco-user is—which may all
sies are owing to habits of living, while some be true—it says, put him into a warm bath, and
are inherited, and can be traced back through get up a perspiration; then put that water upon
flies, or vermin, or plants, and it will instantly
many generations. Whether they are cura- destroy
them. I believe that tobacco injures
ble or not, is not our purpose here to discuss. ninety-nine persons that use it, to one that it
The application to the business of druggery benefits. besides being a dirty, filthy habit; but
has called our attention particularly to the what of that, if the HEALTH REFORMER'S statesubject. On this point the same paper re- ment is true ? That bath water is just the kind
of wash we farmers want to destroy pesky insects
marks :
and obnoxious weeds, and hundreds that now do
Now, how, we ask, disregarding such facts, can not use tobacco will take to using the weed to
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enable them to manufacture their own vermindestroyer.
Will the HEALTH REFORMER be so kind as to
state how much tobacco a person must use per
month, and how many months or years he must
use it, and what kind of tobacco, and whether he
must chew or smoke, or, if both, in what proportion, to make the bath water strong enough to
kill flies, fleas, musquitoes, bed-bugs, striped
bugs, ox-eye daisy, snap dragon, Canada thistle,
etc. I would not mind using "dog leg" for two
or three years, if I was sure that the water from
the bath would have the desired effect.. I would
try a little of it upon humbugs ; not that I would
kill the bugs, but to see if it would not stop some
of this hum.—A Friend of the Western Rural.

He believes that tobacco injures ninetynine to one that it benefits. Will he please
point out the one who has ever received any
benefit from the vile habit? If we were
going to guess who it might be, we should
say, the writer of the above article, for certainly he would not be so willing to make a
tobacco-mill of himself without some real or
imaginary benefit.
But this system of manufacturing insectwash has some drawbacks. It makes the
grinder of " dog leg " even more " pesky "
than the insects and bugs he wishes to kill;
and besides that, while he is consuming his
money and vitality on the tobacco, his weeds
and thistles are gaining ground all the time.
As to the quantity of tobacco required to
be used in order to make a strong wash, the
inquirer need n't mind. If he is nasty enough
to chew " dog leg " tobacco, his bath water
will kill most anything in a very short time.
W.

C. G.

Chemistry vs. Physiology.
THE _Homoeopathic Observer undertakes to

settle the sugar question. It has been an
observer of the controversy going on in the
REFORMER, and now proposes to give us the
result of its observations. But how does it
go about the work of settling this difficulty ?
Does it give us a flood of homeopathic light
in allopathic doses ? Oh, no ! Although
vastly in advance of its hoary-headed rival in
many respects, homeopathy is not a whit
better off in the food question. It simply
adopts the hackneyed arguments of others,
and appeals to chemistry, custom, and appetite.
The chemical editor of the Observer, after
grinding out an article on " the potencies,"
(in which, in true homeopathic style, he
grinds some of his remedies to the one-hundred-and-eighty-billionth of a grain,) takes
up the " sweet" question ; and after noticing
the fact that such a controversy exists, he
says :
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Chemistry and physiology arst quite intimately
related in this subject, and we are wont to fall
back on the constituents of sugar, to ascertain its
relations to the system. The carbon series furnish many substances which are taken as food,
but probably none which is sought after as this.
The palate of the infant is tickled with it, and the
old are experts in handling it.

The whole cause of " muddlement " on the
food question lies simply in the fact that
physiologists " are wont to fall back on the
constituents " of the various substances under
discussion, "to ascertain their relations to the
system." Not merely with reference to sugar
is this mistake made, but with every other
ico-physiologists unarticle upon which chem
dertake to decide. The fact is, chemistry
and physiology are not " quite intimately related in this subject." The fitness of certain
substances for food never can be settled by
chemical analysis. Precisely the same elements can be obtained from inorganic substances as from wholesome food, and so far as
"falling back on the constituents" is concerned, chemistry makes food of one as much
as of the other.
A familiar illustration of the impossibility
of deciding this question by chemical analysis is furnished by what are called the isomeric bodies. As every student of chemistry
is aware, these are substances which yield, by
chemical analysis, precisely the same elements
in precisely the same proportions, and yet are
totally dissimilar in their natures, some being
deadly poisons, while others are comparatively
harmless, and chemists have, as yet, been unable to decide, by chemistry itself, why one
is a poison, and the other not.
In the light of these facts, what is the use
of talking about sugar's being needed because
it supplies a large proportion of carbon ?
Why not eat charcoal, which is all carbon ?
But the closing paragraph of the article
reveals the chief strength of the argument,
which is, indeed, the stronghold of all dietetic errors; viz., appetite. He says :
A fig for such a lot of weak stomachs as are induced by a care (?) which throws out the most
useful, pleasant, and customary, articles of diet.

This contemptuous toss of the head, accompanied by his remarks about the tickling of
palates, shows that the main reliance of the
opposition to reform consists in pleading for
those things which are " pleasant and customary," which certainly is very unworthy so
progressive a system as homeopathy.
W. C. G.
THE best exercise of memory—remember
the poor.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE LEAF:
I nu .AI me a story, this morning,
So sad, though the legend was brief,
That 1 turned for pleasanter reading,
And found Fashions over the leaf.
The Fashions for new fall bonnets,—
How highest to dress the hair;
While the hearts in the tale were breaking,
Just over the same leaf, there.
From one to the other turning,
I wondered how much of grief
Finds ever its greatest comfort
In the Fashions, over the leaf.
We see so oft, by the wayside?
Hearts laden with joy or grief;
And, turning again to their story,
Find Fashions, over the leaf.
E'en here, in this sad world of traffic,
Each girl has a heart at some stage;
But, when the fair leaf is turned over,
Too often we find Fashion's page.
But why has the sweet faith all faded?
Why comes in its place unbelief?
Has the heart completed its story,
With the Fashions, over the leaf?
Shall we look to the ambitious mother
For the young heart's disbelief?
Is it bitter experience beckons
To the Fashions, over the leaf?
Oh I was there a time in their stories,
Though the life of faith was brief,
That they did not turn for comfort
To the Fashions, over the leaf?
Or shall we look to the father,
With whom gold outweighs grief,
To find what turned the young heart
To the Fashions, over the leaf?
Are dresses, and hats, and feathers,
A cure for the bosom's grief?
Is there nothing—nothing forever—
But the Fashions, over the leaf?
But not alone on the parents
Must rest the load of blame •
The men and women around em
the
Should tell how the story came;
How young lives filled with glory,
And joy of joys the chief,
Gave up their love and innocence
For the Fashions, over the leaf.
When the angel, through the valley,
Leads each, with her gathered sheaf,
Will the Judge find aught in her life-book
But the Fashions, over the leaf?—
Time's fashions, for life eternal,—
• Earth's fabrics for raiment there ?
Will he find beneath them the garments
Of love that the angels wear ?
CONTENTMENT is a pearl of great price,
and whoever procures it at the expense of ten
thousand desires, makes a wise and happy
purchase.

How an Allopathic M. D. was Converted.
Ens. REFORMER : We could write you an
interesting story of how we made a convert of
Dr. T. to a belief in the hygienic treatment;
but time will not now permit. Suffice it to
say, The doctor is an intelligent physician of
the old school, of twenty odd years extensive
practice. A few months since his excellent
wife was taken with the typhoid fever; and

he, with the aid of a brother allopath cured
her until she died, which took about three
weeks. I modestly recommended the wetsheet pack, cold injections, cold applications
to the head, tepid baths, &c. One week previous to her death, the doctor said, " Man is
not a fish, that he needs to be put in the water."
Well, the next day after the wife's funeral
the doctor was taken with the fever. The
second day after, a daughter about ten years
of age, and a son of twelve, had a mild attack.
The third day, a son of three years was also

attacked. He was vigorous of body, and having been " fed and fattened," the fever soon
became very high, with great cerebro-spinal excitement.
The allopathic brother tried his skill again
with these patients; but the doctor, who is
keen sighted, thought that he failed to see a
favorable prognostic follow, and his faith
failed him as he and each of his sick children
swallowed their nauseous doses, the fatal results of which he had witnessed in scores of
similar oases. It was a time that was calculated to try a man's soul. The remains of an
affectionate wife and mother just deposited in
the cemetery, and the father and three children stricken down with the same disease,
confined to their beds, the eldest son and
daughter also complaining, and nothing to
depend upon for relief but the broken stick
of allopathy. " A drowning man will grasp
a straw." Could it be possible that man is
like a fish; that he received benefit by being
in the water ?
The doctor thought the matter over, and

ent for me. I explained the philosophy of
the hygienic system of treatment in fevers,
and of drug treatment also. He consented
to have it tried on himself, while the brother
allopath continued to treat the children. We

" put him through," and after the first application, he concluded that men, as well as
fishes, were benefited by going into the water.
He became disgusted with the drugopathic
Do but the half of what you can, and you treatment of fevers, had an altercation with
the brother allopath, at the close of which
will be surprised at the result of yow
gence.
they " agreed to disagree," and I was re-
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quested to take charge of the three younger
patients, which I did, and they were all up
and about within one week after I commenced
their treatment, although it has taken them
two weeks since to recover their lost energies.
Of course, when my administration commenced, the ipecac, calomel, etc., had to be
cast out of the sick room. It was my purpose to eliminate the poisonous matter from
the bodies of the patients, and I did n't want
any put into them while I was trying to get
out that which was already in them.
Mr. Editor, I am not a doctor, nor a quack
who tries to get money by curing folks. I
have " helped ' nature make many cures, but
have never taken money for a single case.
And it is needless for me to say that I am
not a writer for the public prints. That, you
have already:discovered in reading this article,
which I could not help writing; because I
wanted somebody to know the facts, who can
and will use them for the benefit of our common humanity.
I am a mechanic, overburdened with business cares, but have found leisure hours during the last twenty years, to read the writings
of Drs. Trall, Shew, Jackson, Nichols, and a
host of others, and have ben
a constant
reader of the Water Cure Journal, Herald of
Health, The Gospel of Health, and all the
writings of the hygienic school, and have
practiced its precepts. Do n't use flesh, rum,
nor tobacco, and to the labors of these writers
I owe, not only the last eighteen years of my
life, but my success in business also; for without health, no man can attend to a business
that requires a vigorous exercise of brain and
muscle.
Very truly yours,
o, K.
"Mamma, Baby Don't Want Any More."
THESE words, as Dr. Sudduth says, were
uttered by a child only five months old, after
taking a dose of medicine he had forced upon
its stomach. While the doctor reports the
case a most wonderful instance of precocious
speech, we may turn it to practical account
in the sentiment so distinctly spoken. Had
an angel from Heaven uttered the same
words, they could not have been truer. In
my youthful days, one of the older boys,
among other marvelous stories, told us that
a child just born had said, War, pestilence,
famine, and then fallen in the sleep of death.
Had this wonderful fact but been established,
the prediction must have been verified, since
such miraculous inspiration could never deceive.
Even so as to Dr. Sudduth's case. No
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doubt that his infantile patient said the words
reported, and that they came from the instinct and the taste, divinely given to the
child. Through these, God can speak, and
he does speak as distinctly as he could through
the voice of an angel. Pure instincts and
appetites can never deceive, since they are as
true as their infinitely-perfect Author. That
they should be heeded, is as clear as that
God's voice should be obeyed. Therefore,
any theory which ignores, or in anywise opposes, such instincts, must be wrong. This
the old medical theory does, as all may know
on the slightest reflection. It proposes to
combat and thwart the efforts of Nature to
right itself under wrongs. Disease is regarded as a dangerous enemy, to be fought
and conquered, when it is really the kindest
remedial friend that Nature has provided.
But a few years since, and even yet, in
some instances, drug doctors would bleed,
blister, and withhold cool water from their
feverish patients. All this, and more, was
and is in direct defiance of the most distinct
and positive utterances of our Maker through
the unerring instincts of his workmanship.
The burning of the blister is as distinct a
voice that it should never have been applied,
and that the blunder should be abandoned at
once by removing it, as could be the words of
any angel. The burning thirst of the sufferer is as distinct an utterance that he needs
water, as could be the voice of inspiration.
And the deep disgust of the child, as the
filthy dose is forced into its mouth, and down
its throat, is but a clear protest of God himself against the abuse of his finest specimen
of workmanship. If not heeded, the next
protest comes often in the way of spueing
out the mean, disgusting dose. Who can
be so stupid, so heartless, and so daring, as
to crowd the filth upon a sufferer thus relieved ? None but those hopelessly wedded
to a false, destructive, and Heaven-daring
theory. Then let this baseless, this most unnatural, and this murderous theory, be given
to the moles and the bats, since they are certain never to swallow it.
W.
v. PERKINS, M. D.
Marshalltown, Iowa.
DIOGENES, being asked which beast was
the most dangerous, replied, " If you mean
wild beasts, 'tis the slanderer; if tame ones,
the flatterer."
HARDSHIP is the native soil of manhood
and self-reliance. He that cannot abide the
storm without flinching, lies down by the
wayside, to be overlooked, or forgotten.
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a portion of the time, occasional sitz baths,
hand rubbing over the body, especially over
the abdomen. The patient should exercise
much in the open air, and especially in the
A. M. H., Minn.: The symptoms which sunlight. The diet should be free from
you give, indicate a very scrofulous condition grease and condiments, the bread portion
of the system. The redeeming feature in the consisting of graham entirely.
case is the youth of the patient. Strict attention to the general habits of living will be
T. W., of Vt., writes :
necessary to enable her to outgrow her pres- 1. Will you please state in the next HEALTH
ent conditions. The treatment should be REFORMER what active treatment you would give
constitutional, and should consist of occa- (if any) an individual who has ringing in the ear,
sional full baths, fomentations and compresses with deafness ?
2. Also, what for catarrh in the bead for some
over the liver, and frequent hand rubbing over years
standing, with the sense of smell nearly
the entire surface of the body. The diet lost ?
should be nutritious, but plain.
3. Will a thorough reform in diet and habits,

Zvi torrtopontento.

M. E. S. writes :
Are the laws of life the same in the brute creation as in the human family ; or, in other words,
are drugs poisonous to the human system and
curative to animals? A horse belonging to a
health reformer was treated for severe colic with
hot fomentations with marked success, his owner
remarking that he never saw such quick relief.

The laws of life relating to curative power
are essentially the same in all animals, viz. :
That all curative power is in the living system. Many so-called health reformers are
wonderfully inconsistent in giving drugs to
their dumb animals and withholding them
from their own families.
E. M. H. writes :
Is pulverized rosin in any way injurious to be
taken into the system?

eradicate these things ?

1. We would give no treatment until we
had seen the patient, or learned the causes of
the deafness, and more of the present symptoms.
2. The treatment for catarrh should be
constitutional. This disease is always induced by a failure on the part of the depurating organs, generally the liver, to perform
their proper functions, and to these organs
the treatment should be directed. The circulation should be kept well balanced, the extremities warm, and head cool. Apply fomentations to the liver two or three times per
week, and wear the wet girdle a portion of
the time.
3. We have known bad cases of catarrh,
and even of deafness, to be entirely cured by
a thorough reform in diet and habits, without
treatment, but such cases are rare.

Yes ; although less harmful than many
other drugs. The effects which you describe
were undoubtedly produced by its use, and
M. F. C. writes:
probably to this you may attribute, in some 1. Are " Brown's Troches " entirely harmless,
degree at least, your present state of ill and of " some benefit" in colds and irritation of
the throat and lungs ?
health.
They are by no means harmless, and should
J. R., of Ind., asks :
be avoided, as they are not only of no benefit,
How should the following case be treated ?
The person is a married lady of about twenty- but are sometimes positively injurious.
two years. Appears to have a good constitution,
but with some scrofulous taint (I judge from her
eyes being sore). Some pain in the chest on sitting, or standing erect. No cough of any account, but occasional expectoration of an offensive phlegm, or matter, which sinks in water.
Has eaten considerable meat (pork at that), and
bread of fine, bolted flour. Of late, eats but little meat, or bread of fine, bolted flour.

2. Why does a person ( 48 years of age ), naturally dyspeptic, and always subject to catarrh,
who eats two meals per day, of wholesome food,
but who is confined to housework all winter,
scarcely ever going out, seem to take cold every
day ?

The facts which you have given answer
the question. She takes cold because confined
to housework, &c. Working over a hot stove
The blood-making organs are impaired, and renders the skin sensitive to the slightest exthe pork and fine flour diet has done much posure, and a cold is the result.
to induce what now appears to exist : a ten3. How do such colds continually increase
dency to consumption. The lungs may, or
may not, be impaired. The treatment should deafness ?
The disturbed circulation, inducing an inbe of a character to bring into active operation all the eliminating organs, particularly crease of blood to the head, aggravating the
the skin and liver. Fomentations, wet girdle catarrh, probably causes a thickening of the
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membranes, affecting the eustachian tube, and detailed account of his symptoms, former state
of health, &c., we could give a home prescripperhaps enlarging the tonsils.
4. Is there any remedy, one ear having been tion, but the safer course would be to resort
deaf 20 years, and the other beooming more to a good " Cure." The leading idea in his
dull ?
case should be to cultivate the physical, and
Probably no complete cure could be ef- keep the mental in comparative inactivity.
fected, although the difficulty might be lessE. S. B.: The cause of incontinence of
ened.
urine may be inflammation or irritation of
0. A. R.: The disease commonly called the bladder or urethra, or may be, and most
prairie itch is generally of a bilious nature, commonly is, occasioned by muscular weakand the treatment should be the same as in- ness or debility. In either case the following
dicated for torpidity of liver, comprising prescription will be found useful : Twice a
fomentations, compresses, sitz baths, &c. week give a cool sitz bath, say 75°, three
Cleanliness of the skin, and care in the diet, minutes, followed by vigorous hand rubbing
over the lower portion of the abdomen and
are all-important.
small of the back. If at a " Cure," a spray
The
pain
of
which
you
complain,
J. II.:
bath would be employed to advantage. Freis probably owing to affection of the kidneys. quent kneading and " slapping" of the abThe sensations in your joints on the approach
dominal muscles will tend to strengthen them
of foul weather, indicate the presence of
and give tone to the muscles involved. The
mercury in the system. Your occupation
dietary should as far as possible exclude salt,
has an unfavorable effect upon your health,
sugar and milk, and hard water should never
and should be changed if possible for one rebe used. Avoid becoming fatigued to such
quiring out-door exercise. For treatment, an extent as to produce a relaxation of the
take sitz bath twice a week, 70°, 5 minutes,
muscular system.
followed by vigorous rubbing over the small
of the back with towels and the dry hand.
FRENCH BABIES.—It appears from recent
Once a week take dripping sheet, also followed by vigorous rubbing over the whole statistics that babies have rather a hard time
body. Use no lid water, eat little or no of it in France. Owing to the enormous
salt, sugar, nor milk, and exercise in the rents, particularly in Paris, which render it
desirable that families at home should be as
open air as much as possible.
small as possible, and to the general employF. F. C. writes from Vt. :
ment of women in shops among the lower
What is the cause, and what the remedy, in the classes, and their excessive devotion to fashion
following case: The person is afflicted with a in the higher, there is an almost universal
dull, heavy pain through the eyes and forehead, custom of handing infants over to nurses.
occasionally in the back part of the head, caus- This is generally done through agencies, or,
ing very disagreeable sensations. Sometimes a
blur over the eyes, and frequently pain in the as they might be called, baby brokers, who
keep the poor little creatures at their own
limbs, also a tremulous sensation of the nerves.
houses on food which either kills them or
The immediate cause is congested brain produces chronic gastric disorders, until they
and weakness of the nervous system; the in- can make a good bargain with some neighborducing cause must be found among the pre- ing nurses. Of the 53,400 children yearly
vious habits of life, with which you do not born in Paris, 18,000 are put out to nurse in
acquaint us. With no further knowledge of the provinces, more than two-thirds through
the case we can only prescribe as follows: the instrumentality of the " agency offices."
Foot-baths to equalize the circulation, careful The mortality among these nurselings is 90
attention to dress, especially of the lower per cent in one district, 87 per cent in anlimbs, which should always be kept warm, other, 69 in a third, and so on. No wonder
and proper regard to the general health.
the population of France takes 198 years to
J. R. of New Jersey : The friend whom double. In our country, nearly one-third of
you describe, and whose picture you send us, the deaths are those of children under five
has too much head and too little body ; or in years of age; so that it would seem, at the
in other words, the brain predominates over best, that the life-tenure of the little ones is
it frame, he should weigh precarious enough. But in France their dethe muscle. h his
175 lbs. instead of 130. The symptoms indi- struction is truly terrible.
cate the incipient stage of bronchial consumeBE ready to hear, careful to contrive, and
' tion, and the case evidently demands immediate attention. By the aid of a carefully- slow to advise.
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Like all places where the hygienic system is
little known, New Castle supports an immense
amount of doctors and drugshops, all of whom
and which seemed to have plenty of business.
•••••• 0
We saw some, and heard of other, cases of
most abominable druggery. But as there are
Westminster College.
enough of such cases everywhere, we need
THIS institution is located in New Wil- not go into particulars. One case, however,
mington, Lawrence Co., Pa., and is, in many is sufficiently aggravated and peculiar for a
respects, an admirable seminary of learning. passing notice :
The Faculty is able, and the course of inTHE CASE OF MARY RANKIN.
struction very thorough and complete. Being appointed one of the judges of the conThis maiden lady has been an invalid for
tests between the members of the Philomath more than thirty years. She has ." suffered
and Adelphi societies of the college, at the many things of many physicians." She has
" commencement," or more properly, close, of had a succession of maladies, such as few
the year's term, we visited the place, and lec- mortals were ever afflicted with, all of which
tured two evenings in the college chapel on have been caused by drug medicines—a fact
" Health Reform and the True Healing Art." of which the patient sufferer is still ignorant.
But the point more especially worthy of She has written a book, giving an account of
public notice, in the estimation of health re- her multitudinous ailments, and a description
formers, is the fact that the students of the of her sufferings, from which we compile the
college are not allowed to use either liquor or following data :
tobacco ; nor is there any place in the village,
In June, 1836, she received an injury by
or town, where intoxicating liquors are sold.
As a matter of course, loafers are scarce, and running a white thorn into her foot. The
beggars' children are not seen in the streets. thorn was not extracted, and, after a few years,
So long as the horrid traffic in alcohol and to- her health declined, and the limb contracted.
bacco is permitted by public sentiment, and A physician was consulted, who said little
encouraged by law and legislation, it would could be done; but, in lior own language,
be a good thing for young America if all the " He, however, prescribed ; but in a short
colleges in the land could be located in retired time after taking his medicines, I became
rural districts, away from the dissipations and permanently confined to my bed, where I remained ten long and weary years, unable to
temptations of cities and large villages.
The contests comprised declamations, es- sit up long enough to have my bed made."
In May, 1839, another doctor offered his
says, orations, and a debate; and, although
all the victors happened to be Philomathic, it services, which, after much persuasion, were
was not because the Adelphians did not do accepted. He pronounced the disease to be
well, but because their competitors did better. inflammation of the spine, and, in the patient's own language, " For more than a year
I had to endure the excruciating processes of
New Castle, Pa.
blistering, cupping, scarifying, cauterizing,
AT the earnest request of the only real live and seatons, of which (seatons) he introduced
Health Reformer (and his wife) in this place no less than ten along the spine, with no
of seven thousand inhabitants, we lectured avail. Lingered till June, 1842, and then
two evenings in Shenango Hall to a fair and had inflammation of the liver, attended with
seemingly-interested audience. But our sub- spasms. No medical treatment afforded any
jects were new to the people, with few excep- relief."
The poor patient was now, as she says, for
tions, and it was obviously not easy for them
to comprehend the mystery of treating dis- the first time affected constitutionally with
eases without medicine—of curing the disease mercurial medicines. Her sufferings were
without killing the patient. However, we intense, to alleviate which the physician rethink some Hygienic seed was sown which sorted to opiates; " but these only made the
will eventually bear more or less of the fruit nerves doubly sensitive." Had they proof physiological righteousness. In this place, duced the desired effect, she thinks they
as in New Wilmington, we examined and would have rendered her idiotic; and she
prescribed for patients on the platform before thanks Providence for " enabling her constithe audience ; and, as usual under such cir- tution to resist the ordinary result of narcotic
cumstances, we were enabled to trace their medicine."
maladies to the medicines they had taken.
Soon after this her nervous system became
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so sensitive that, during thunder storms, she she began to recover, when " chronic inflamsuffered the most excruciating pains.
mation of the liver set in," followed in a short
At this stage of the proceedings, Miss time, by " acute inflammation of the liver."
Rankin noticed that water-drinking produced Abscess of the liver followed. It opened, or
strange and painful electrical effects through- broke; she had constant "sinking spells,"
out the system, a phenomenon attributable, and was so weak that her physician continuno doubt, to the mercury she had taken.
ally " annoyed " her with ammonia.
Her sufferings increasing, another physiUnder these trying circumstances, a lady
clan was employed, who cauterized the injured visitor suggested a post-mortem examination,
part, when it was discovered that the thorn as soon as she was dead, which, as may well
had never been extracted. Nitric acid was be supposed, did not comfort the poor invalid
applied to destroy the nerves of the part, but very much !
failed to afford any relief. Oct. 18, 1842,
In three months the abscess ceased to discharge; then the liver was " thrown into an
the limb was amputated.
After the operation, stimulants were ad- inflammatory condition, for which seatons
ministered, which aggravated her sufferings, were introduced."
and reproduced mercurial salivation.
In March following, she could be raised to
After this she was doctored less for a time, a sitting posture. In June, 1852, she had
and, as a natural consequence, her health im- " an attack of congestion of the lungs," sufproved somewhat. In January, 1844, she fered much of neuralgia, and had a very
had spasms again, and in June, 1846, ca- painful seaton in the side, of which she had
tarrhal fever, with inflammation of the lungs, ten in all. In July, 1853, she was able to be
for all of which she was drugged secundem out of doors. During the ensuing winter,
artem. At this time she states that medi- she was greatly troubled with neuralgia, and
tines had a very remarkable effect. For ex- inflammation of the tonsils. For a few months
ample, arsenic which had been placed near her health improved; but in March followthe head of her bed to destroy flies, produced ing, it again declined, when she " resorted to
vomiting.
medicine with little avail." In May she was
In May, 1847, a visiting friend (not an " taken suddenly ill," and on account of the
M. D.) advised the galvanic battery. This, "peculiarity of her constitution," found it
or the discontinuance of the medicines, or difficult to decide on a physician. Finally,
both, greatly benefited her. In June follow- a Dr. Good, and several others as consulting
ing, she tried to sit up ; but the attempt so physicians, were employed. " But my disexhausted her as to " render cupping neces- ease," says the patient, " being so different
sary " ! And the cupping so reduced her, from what it had ever been before, bade defithat another effort to sit up was not made for ante to all of their efforts." And the patient
several weeks.
concludes her long catalogue of miseries with
In August, 1849, she had " an attack of the following remark, which is full of meandysentery." Soon after recovering from the ing to those who have the key to the solution
dysentery, she had catarrhal fever, and was thereof: " Throughout my affliction, it would
prostrated for two months.
appear that one disease has always been the
In June, 1850, she walked a little. for the means of bringing on another."
first time in twelve years, and was soon after
What a horrible delusion still possesses the
able to ride out. In October following, she mind of this unfortunate Mary Rankin. All
had the hooping cough. Inflammation of the of her life-long misery is owing directly and
lungs followed. Scarlet fever succeeded, and solely to the medicines the doctors have given
then inflammation, suppuration, and ulcera- her. Every one of this long list of maladies
tion, of the tonsils. Soon after was again is a drug disease. The first course of medi" attacked with inflammation of the lungs ;" tine prostrated her for " ten long and weary
and the patient remarks, with singular sim- years." All she has taken since has, accordplicity, " The usual remedies did not have ing to her own story, either been of " no
the desired effect." When did they ?
avail," or "greatly aggravated her sufferings;"
Says Miss Rankin, " Some of the external yet in her whole book she does not once hint
applications became absorbed, and produced a suspicion that this drugging business, which
inflammation of the stomach and bowels "—a has ruined her constitution and caused her
fact easily accounted for on the supposition unspeakable agony, is not all right ! Nay,
that the external applications were antimony in her book, she even eulogizes her physicians
and Spanish flies. "Physicians tried every for their kind and assiduous attentions; and,
means of relief, but to no purpose."
while they have nearly killed her a dozen
After being prostrated for several weeks, times, she seems to think that they have
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saved her life as many times. Should this
article ever fall into her hands, let us assure
her that all of these terrible diseases which
were so constantly " attacking" her, and so
persistently " setting in," instead of being the
diseases brought on by preceding diseases,
were simply the effects of the numerous poisons with which her physicians have kept her
system, as it were, saturated. We have seen
and treated a hundred such cases, and in
every instance their history has corresponded
exactly with that of Miss Rankin—the more
medicines they took the more diseases they
had.

Grog Advertisements in Temperance Papers.
WE could never see the consistency, nor
the morality, nor the justice, nor the honesty
of public journals which advocate temperance
editorially and aid the rumseller advertisorially. But interest makes a strange muddlement of logic and of principle sometimes, as
we are reminded by the following communications :
"Paw Paw Grove, Lee Co., Ill., March 4, 1869.
"Dr. Trail, Dear Sir: Enclosed I send you a
copy of a communication forwarded to the New
York Tribune in January last, which received no
notice, public or private. These venders of alcoholic abominations seem to have entire control of
the newspapers and magazines of the country, to
defraud and debase the people. But, thank God,
there is one man and one journal (if no more)
that will not be bought nor sold, and that will
not, for filthy lucre, pander to the depraved propensities of mankind. That man is R. T. Trall,
M. D., and that journal is the HEALTH REFORMER.
Would that the latter could visit every fireside
throughout the land."
"Paw Paw Grove, Lee Co., Ill., Jan. 4, 1869.
" Hon. Horace Greeley,Dear Sir : In your weekly
issue of Nov. 18, 1868, I notice a whole column
advertisement of Hostetter's Bitters, not ten lines
of which even attempt to show the efficacy of the
medicine. But, the article is mainly devoted to
proving, by the testimony of Mr. Greeley, Sacred
History, all true temperance men, and by all " except fools and bigots," that the use of alcoholic
stimulants is not only useful, but necessary, and
that true temperance means the imbibition thereof
moderately. Now, is not this the very process by
which morbid appetites are created, and drunkards made, while the low groggeries which swarm
throughout the land complete the work of destruction? Which, then, can be productive of the
greater evil, to spread out the ingenious and delusive article referred to before half a million
of readers, for pay, or to stand behind the rumseller's bar and complete the work of destruction,
for pay?
"Yours for reform,
T. S. CLOUGH."

which, he says, he knows to be sure, reasonable, easy and unfailing : " Mix calomel in
corn-meal dough, in the proportion of 20
grains to a gallon of meal. Give a good feed
of this to all the chickens, sick and well,
twice during the day. The next day give
them coal oil mixed plentifully in their
dough. Treat them this way once a week,
and a few trials will be sufficient to show
that it will cure."
We concede the possibility of curing the
cholera in this way, but how the remedy is
going to cure the well chickens we marvel
exceedingly. But we should not recommend
any dear friend of ours to eat any chickens
that have been medicated in this way. The
hen doctors who get their medical notions
from allopathic books ought to be informed
that calomel does not cure human beings of
the cholera—" sick or well ;" while we assure
all parties concerned that, if they will keep
their chickens in clean places, and give them
only pure food and water, they will never
have the cholera.

Brains—Fish—Phosphorus.
"Kirtland, Ohio, March 23, 1869.
" Da. TRALL, Dear Sir : I read with great pleasure your review of Dr. Bowditch's articles on
consumption, published in the Atlantic Monthly.
I send you an extract from a recent Tribune editorial upon artificial Fish Culture, the fallacies of
which I wish you would expose. You may think
it unnecessary to do so ; but the Tribune and Atlantic are read by many professed health reformers, who, being isolated, and worn out with years
of contention against every one in the community
where they reside, upon reading health articles
contained in these journals, sometimes think,
Well, perhaps I am wrong after all.' There are
times when the mind, like the body, becomes
weak, and we are not able to give a reason for the
faith that is in us. At such times we are apt to
drift with whatever current we fall into ; and the
writings of men who profess to be, and in some
respects are, in advance of the rest of the world,
influence us, at least for a time, and a few words
from you, demonstrating the fallacies of these
blind leaders—these pseudo-scientific instructors
—of the people, do a great deal of good.
" Very kindly your friend,
" EZRA BOND."

Aside from this exhibit of profit, which cannot be much below the truth, the value of fish,
and in particular of the hard and sweet varieties
of flesh, such as in trout and shad, is of still
greater importance, for it furnishes in the phosphorus the elements of brain food, now become
an absolute necessity in the advanced intellectual
development of our people. The truth is, and it
is only becoming to be appreciated, that social and
intellectual progress are based upon varied and
Chicken Cholera.
abundant supplies of food, and it may be stated
A CORRESPONDENT of the St. Louis Rural as a law, that there will never be any high civilWorld communicates the following remedy" ization where the diet of a people is limited to a
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few kinds of staple food, no matter how favorable
these may be for establishing what is called a
condition free from disease. From this it is evident that the rice diet of the people of Eastern
Asia, and the limited elements contained in the
acrid food of the people of the tropics, will not
permit any of these nations to rise above the barbaric.

There are two prominent absurdities in
the above paragraph, one of which may be
termed common-sensical, and the other scientific. The common-sensical absurdity is in
assuming that the advanced intellectual development 'of our people requires a fish diet
'to sustain it. How did it get the development ? Cannot the same diet that occasioned,
or permitted, the remarkable progression of
intellect, sustain it ? Such is the common
sense of the subject. And the scientific absurdity consists in the assumption that such
inorganic elements as are found after the destructive analysis of organic matter, exist in
the same conditions and proportions in the
living structures; in a word, that the living
system is a chemical laboratory instead of a
vital organism. It is a fact, attested by all
history, that those nations and tribes of the
human family whose diet consists principally
of fish, are among the most stupid and degraded of human beings, intellectually and
morally. Nor can this condition of degredation be ascribed to the associations connected
with the occupation, as those engaged in
callings more ignoble than fishing, are often
persons of intellect which even their debasing occupation cannot obscure.

A Turkish Bath "Cure."
A few months ago we read in a " Hygienic"
journal, published not a thousand miles from
this present writing, a statement of the wonderful cure of a young child, who had been
severely afflicted with intermittent fever for
thirteen weeks, by a course of Turkish baths.
The statement was verified by the mother of
the child, who wrote " M. D." after her
name. When we were at New Castle, Pa., a
few days since, we accidentally made the acquaintance of a lady who was stopping at the
aforesaid " Hygienic" establishment at the
time the child above mentioned was cured.
She informed us that the child died! The
cure has gone forth to the world; but the
death—or kill, perhaps—is not published.
Well, the intermittent was cured. How can
a dead child have ague and fever? But, as
frequently happens in this world of ours, the
disease was cured by killing the patient.
ter Beware of humbugs.

Dr. Galloway on Sugar.
OUR worthy opponent on the sugar question thinks we have in some way " misrepresented " his position, and writes another article, which amounts to a mere review of his
former articles, and a restatement of the points
made in the said articles. In declining to
publish it and reply to it we mean no disrespect to Dr. G., whom we personally esteem,
and whom we know to be a good practical
hygienist. But as his statements, with our
reply, are before the readers of the REFORMER, a reiteration of the arguments, even
though the wording be somewhat varied,
seems wholly unnecessary. If we have misunderstood or misrepresented him our readers
can judge. The simple issue is, Is sugar
food ? Dr. G. argues that it is food, though
not good food. We contend that it is not
food at all. Dr. G. assumes that a constituent of food is food. We argue that the constituents of foods, in their separate state, are
not foods• at all, in the proper and scientific
sense of the term ; that only when organically
combined they truly constitute food. Dr. G.
would call albumen, casein, fibrin, sugar,
starch, lignin, gum, gluten, &c., food. We
call them the elements of food, and when
combined as in grains, fruits, roots, &c., the
product is food. This is the whole controversy. Each of us has given his opinions,
and now " let us have peace " until something
new can be said.

Answers to Correspondents.
THE OPIUM HABIT.—A. Gr. " Can a
woman fifty years of age, who has taken
opium habitually ever since she was sixteen
years of age (having been first prescribed by
a physician), quit the habit without endangering life ? She takes two pills, about the size
of a pea each, per day, and says she would
go into spasms without it. She wants her
tea three or four times a day. She is constantly complaining of being cold, is much
troubled with her stomach, and says that her
nerves were broken down, when young, with
hard work."
There is no danger whatever in leaving off
the opium at once, provided the patient is
properly managed. She would probably be
delirious for several days, and should be placed
in charge of a competent attendant, day and
night, until the crisis df the struggle is past.
The warm bath or fomentations should be
employed frequently to soothe the nervous
system, and the diet should be very light and
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abstemious. We have managed several such
cases successfully.
MnnAsmus.—Mrs. D. T. F.: "R. T.
Trail, M. D.—Please inform me, through the
REFORMER, what course to pursue with an infant afflicted (as physicians inform me) with
inflammation of the mesenteric glands, popularly called consumption of the bowels. She
is seven months old, weighs about eight
pounds, when born weighed five and a half
pounds ; has a voracious appetite ; breastmilk does not seem to satisfy; it cries almost
constantly for food from the table; bowels
irregular ; feet, hands, and face, bloat occasionally."
To enable us fully to understand the case,
you should have told us of the condition of
the mother's health, and what are her habits
of eating, drinking, exercise, &c. Perhaps
something there needs to be corrected. However, it is essential that the child have pure
food, and if the mother's milk does not contain it, the best of cow's milk should be substituted. It should also have a small quantity
of very thin mush, daily, the meal of which
must be thoroughly cooked ; a small quantity
of baked apple, occasionally, would also be
useful. A warm bath for one or two minutes,
at bed-time, twice a week, is all the " Hydropathy " the case requires.
SALT.—E. G.: " Dr. R. T. Trail—If salt
is a poison, as you say, why is it that horses
and other animals do so much when it is fed
to them freely ?"
They do n't. Let the rinderpest, the pleuropneumonia, the hog cholera, the glanders, and
numerous other diseases of animals, answer
the question. We have a case in point, to
illustrate, so far as the horse is concerned :
Dr. A. Ewing, now of " Eastern Hygeian
Home," has a horse six years of age, which
appears to be absolutely perfect in soundness
of health and kindness of disposition. It has
never eaten salt, and Dr. G. would as soon
think of taking a dose of raw sugar—acart
sacchari and all—himself, as to put salt in
his horse's food. It has been alleged in some
of the agricultural journals that, unless horses
were salted, their hair would become rough
and shaggy. This is not true of the horse in
:question. A smoother skin and sleeker hair
cannot be found on horse-flesh.

PicKLEs.—A. J. L. wants to know the
best method of pickling cucumbers. We are
entirely indifferent whether they are pickled
in salt, vinegar, alcohol, creosote, arsenic,
corrosive sublimate, or carbolic acid, as we
do not intend to eat them.

MERCURIAL RHEUMATISM.—B. T. F.:
We doubt if " contracted sinews " and distortions of the joints are ever the consequences
of rheumatism. In all the cases which we
have examined—several hundreds in all—
these " sequelm " were clearly traceable to
mercurial and other mineral medicines. The
calomel and opium treatment, so much in
vogue twenty years ago, was followed by frequent and horrible deformities and sufferings.
Such patients require no cold water treatment.
Warm wet-sheets, or warm baths, fomentations, and friction, constitute the leading
measures of hygienic treatment.
ALBUMENURIA.—A. K.: This term is
applied to " fatty degeneration " of the kidneys, more commonly known as Bright's disease. On heating the urine of the patient,
some portion of it will coagulate, like the
white of an egg. Practically, however, this
fact of coagulation is of little consequence.
We have cured many cases when this test of
albumenuria existed, and we have known fatal
cases where this symptom was absent. All
such patients should go to a health institution
for treatment.
VELOCIPEDEMANIA.—F. M.: Certainly
exercising on a bi-wheeled, or tri-wheeled, or
uni-wheeled vehicle is wholesome ; so is chopping wood, sawing boards, washing clothes,
making bread, hoeing corn, plowing, raking,
mowing, reaping, spinning, weaving, making
beds, &c., &c., only that these are useful, and
therefore repulsive, while riding the wheel is
useless, and consequently attractive.
APPLEOLOOY.—C. C. M.: Eat a quarter
of an apple at each meal (only two meals a
day) the first week; half an apple at each
meal the second week ; three-quarters of an
apple at each meal the third week, and a
whole apple at each meal the fourth week;
after which, provided you masticate them
very slowly, you will have none of the trouble
of which you complain.
HYGIENIC DIET.—R. F. M.: " Will you
please inform a subscriber what constitutes a
strictly hygienic diet ?' I should be very,
very glad to learn how Miss Julia Colman
prepares her bread, pies, cakes, and puddings,
in strict accordance with the laws of life."
Nothing is easier than cooking according
to the laws of life. It consists in selecting
proper food, and preparing it without the admixture of seasonings or other things which
are not food at all. A strictly hygienic diet
is limited to pure articles of food, prepared
only by the addition of water and heat.
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WORMS.—F. J. F.: " Please answer the
following questions through the HEALTH
REFORMER : 1. Do worms exist in every
person, whether in good health or not? 2.
Are they indispensable to health ? 3. Has
sugar in any way a tendency to cause worms,
either in children or adults, especially in
children ? These questions may seem absurd ;
but several children in this vicinity died of
worms last winter, and I hear it asserted by
different persons that worms do, and must,
exist in all persons; that they could not live
without them; therefore I would like to get
some reliable information on this subject,
which may, perhaps, set others right also."
Worms do not exist in healthy persons.
They are scavengers, and subsist on offal, and
can no more exist in a clean state of the bowels, than fleas, cockroaches, bed-bugs, rats,
and hogs, can thrive where no rotting organic
matter is found. Hygienic living is a sovereign remedy (preventive and curative), for
every insect, reptile, or parasite, that can
otherwise prey on, or live within, the human
organism.
ITCH OR HUMOR ?—E. J. C. writes us
from Kansas :
"Will you please give me your opinion of a
disease that I have been suffering from for several
years? About two years ago, I was so unfortunate as to get what I supposed to be scabies, and
treated it with all the popular remedies, but could
never succeed in destroying it entirely, as it
would usually trouble me on the approach of
warm weather. Last summer it broke out on me
again, but was suppressed by the use of petroleum, with the exception of several spots on the
neck and several other places where the skin was
thick, which, though not breaking out, yet frequently gave trouble by the itching sensation.
My opinion was, that owing to the toughness or
thickness of the skin, the insects could not be
melted by ordinary treatment; so I have lately
made a great effort to destroy them by keeping
cloths saturated with petroleum on the affected
parts. This treatment at first had a good effect,
but after two or three weeks the itching became
intolerable when the cloths were on. It is probable that the treatment was too severe, and injured the skin; but why the irritation yet continues I cannot conceive, unless it is caused
by something that can live and flourish in the
fluid used for its destruction. On account of there
being no breaking out, I though it might be some
other disease. I consulted two medical men here
about it, and was told by one that the itch insect
had got into the blood, and could only be destroyed by a course of medicine. The other told
me that he did not believe it was. itch at all, but
some other skin disease, and wanted to prescribe
arsenic. The skin is dry and scaly and irritable
since the treatment. If you will be kind enough
to answer in the REFORMER whether this is anything more than scabies, and also whether drugs

taken internally could have any effect on the
same, you will confer a great favor."

The disease is undoubtedly a bilious humor, and not scabies at all. The itch insect
does not get into the blood, and if it did, a
course of medicine to expel it or kill it would
be a very silly proceeding, if it did not result
tragically.

Intemperance in Eating.
"`GIVE us this day our daily bread,'
And pies and cakes besides,
To load the stomach, pain the head,

And choke the vital tides."
1. Intemperance is a crime against ourselves. No man has a right to do anything
unworthy of himself, or to injure himself.
God gave us a soul, and we can make it beautiful. It is a crime to tarnish it.
2. Intemperance is a crime against others,
against all whom we can influence.
3. It is a crime against God. It is a wicked
waste of time and money, a consuming God's
bounty on lust, that ought to be expended in
doing good.
Health is sacrificed—a pure conscience.
Every one is solemnly bound to redeem time,
study the strictest economy and simplicity in
his dietetic habits. Every moment of time,
every farthing of God's money, that can possibly be redeemed by rigid self-denial, by
strict, uniformly-temperate habits, should be
redeemed for purposes of benevolen
ce, deeds
of charity and mercy.
I3eware, ye time-killers, ye consumers of
God's bounty on lust, the gratification of a
depraved, carnal appetite; take heed to yourselves, lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting, and drunkenness,
and cares of this life, and so the day of retribution come upon you unawares.
"Voluptuous man! sated with nature's boons,.
With dishes tortured from their native taste,.
And mad variety, to spur beyond
Its wiser will, the jaded appetite !
Is this for pleasure ? Learn a juster time.;
And know that true temperance is luxury."'

D. F. NEWTON..
POISON FOR THE HEADS OF THE PEOPLE.

—The results of an analysis of a new //air
lotion described by its vender as " perfectly
innocuous," shows that this precious mixture
is composed of rose-water, sulphur, and. sugar
of lead, the latter in sufficient quantity to
cause paralysis, or painter's colic. The directions were that a " dessertspoonful should
be daily brushed in the roots of the hair, until the whole head was moistened r"
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ANNUAL MEETING.—The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Health Reform Institute, will
be held at Battle Creek, Mich., on Friday, May
14, 1869, at 9 o'clock, P. M., for the election of
officers, and the transaction of any other business
that may properly come before the meeting.
PER ORDER OF DIRECTORS.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE VOLUME.—New subscribers frequently request the privilege of dating
their subscriptions from January, probably supposing that the volume commences at that time,
and wish us to send back numbers from that date.
So far as possible we have complied with this request, until our back numbers are exhausted, except the even sets commencing at the beginning
of the volume. To prevent breaking sets, we
make the following offer: We will furnish the
volume complete, from July '68 to July '69, for 75
cents, to any who wish.
WHERE ?—Mrs. Mary Sharp sends money for
REFORMER but fails to give post office address.

PURE WATER.—To all true health reformers
the necessity of using pure, soft water is sufficiently apparent. The food we eat, although hygienically prepared in other respects, cannot be
perfectly wholesome if cooked with hard water.
Many diseases are absolutely incurable while the
patient continues the use of hard water, but yield
at once to hygienic agencies when pure, soft water is substituted. No one should use hard water
for cooking, bathing, or drinking, especially as
soft water may be obtained with comparatively
little trouble or expense. A capacious cistern
and a good filter will place this boon in the hands
of all.
Our correspondents frequently inquire, What
kind of a filter do you recommend? To which
we invariably reply, The Kedzie, manufactured
by Kedzie & Bunnel, Rochester, N. Y. We know
this to be a good filter, and from our experience
in dealing with the manufacturers, we unhesitatingly recommend the men and their filters as .
worthy of all confidence. For information'as to
size, price, &e., send for their circular, which we
will forward to any address on receipt of stamp.

mar Dr. Jackson's new work, " How to Treat
We cannot credit the money until we learn the
the
Sick Without Medicine," advertised in anaddress.
other column, will doubtless prove a valuable
ggiy- Our correspondents sometimes ask us addition to our hygienic literature. Written in
questions of interest to no one but themselves, a style to meet the wants of the people, it cannot
to be of practical use to all hygienists.
and which we cannot answer through the REFOR- failWe
are prepared to furnish it to all who wish,
MER. Such questions we answer by private letter, at publishers' prices.
and we think it is not asking too much when we
air As will be seen by his advertisement, Mr.
request them to enclose a stamp for a reply.
When you want to know where a certain book S. M. Booth, of this city, proposes to furnish gracan be found, or what So-and-so's address is, and ham flour, crackers, &c., to those who cannot
information of like character, we will cheerfully readily obtain theni in their own localities. Mr.
give it when in our power, and will devote the B. himself, and the foreman of his bakery, are
time to answering your letters, but please do n't both health reformers, and know the wants of
reformers in this direction, and those who order
ask us to pay the postage.
of him may rely on fair and honest dealing in every respect.
To DELINQUENTS.— Look at the figures on the
little pester containing your address. If the figOAT MEAL.—At our Institute this is quite `a
ures ttre of less numerical value than 3-11, you popular article of diet. In times past it has been
are in arrears. In looking over our mail lists we difficult to obtain a good article, but by an arfind that this is the case with quite a number of rangement with a gentleman in Ohio, we secure
our subscribers, some of whom are among the best a superior article, nicely prepared for use. Those
friends of the REFORMER. Now if you want to who have never used it should try it, and any who
prove true friends, attend to this matter at once. wish can obtain it by addressing F. Schtimacher,
And if your figures/do not indicate that you have Akron, 0. It is ground both coarse and fine, the
paid well ahead in Volume 4, send along your former suitable for puddings, and the latter for
cakes.
dollar, or more, as the case may demand. We
.send bills this month to those who are in arrears,
MICHIGAN STATE ADVANCE.—We have received
prior to cutting off the names of delinquents.
the first number of a monthly paper entitled as
'Patients coming to the Institute, and stock- above. Its object is to set forth the resources of
holders attending the annual meeting, will find Michigan, and present its claims as a desirable
the time table of the Michigan Central R. R. in State in which the interests of mining, agriculture, manufacture and commerce may be successanother column. We intend to make a note of fully
carried forward. It is published at St.
all changes in the running time of the Road, for Louis, Mich., by A. D. & E. G. Rust, at $1.00
the accommodation of our readers.
per year.

THE CELEBRATED

GRANITE STATE

Patent Craig Microscope.

HEALTH INSTITUTE,
HILL, N. H.
MEDICAL STAFF:

T. VAIL, M. D., (Physician-in-Chief.)
MRS. E. M. VAIL,
JOHN A. TENNEY, at. D.,
MISS MATTIE A. WILLIAMS, M. D.
WM.

This is one of the . blest establishments in the country,
long known as a favorite resort for invalids. It is devoted to
the business of curing the sick. The arrangements of the
house are for patients; but a few boarders who desire to live
hygiei ically will be received. Terms moderate. Patients
who are able are allowed to reduce their expenses somewhat
by services rendered if they desire it.
For further particulars see April number of this journal.
Send also for circular, enclosing stamp.
Address •
WM. T. VAIL, Hill, N. H.

(4

HOW TO TREAT THE SICK
WITHOUT MEDICINE,"

Is a question which intelligent persons are beginning earnestly
to ask, and which is ably and scientifically answered in a
new work with the above title by James C. Jackson, M. D.'
The MICROSCOPE simplified and adapted to popular as well Physician-in-Chief of "Our Home on toe Hillside," at Dans"
vine,
Living ton Co., N. Y. Dr. Jackson is well qualified by
so scientific use. A new optical wonder I This is the only instrument of high power which requires no focal adjustment, experience and by research to give instruction on this subject,
for
in the institution over which he presides he has
and therefore can be readily used by every one, even by children. Costing only Two Dollars and Seventy-five Cents, by treat-cl with unusual success many thousand sick men, women,
and
children, afflicted with all the forms of disease commail, post-paid, it is within the reach of all in the community,
mon to the people of the United States, without having given
and should be on the table of every Practitioner.
to
any
of
them
any medicine.
This beautiful and ornamental instrument renders the blood'
This book describes the symptoms of different diseases and
and milk globules, and cancer cells, as well as the animalculte
his
manner
of
treating them so minutely as to make it a
of stagnant water, distinctly visible; shows the tubular structure of the hair ; the eels in vinegar, and worms in pork, &c., practical guide for families.
PRICE BY MAIL $3.26.
and opens up the minutiae of creation to the view of the astonAddress,
ished beholder, "where the unassisted sight no beauty sees."
It furnishes an endless source of home amusement and inAUSTIN, JACKSON & CO.,
struction to every one.
" Our Home,"
As a GIFT or present to a friend or child, it is unsurpassed,
DANSVILLE, LIVINGSTON CO., N. Y.
being elegant, instructive, amusing, and cheap.
There is no other lens made like this. It magnifies about
100 diameters, or 10,000 times, and, owing to its simplicity, it
is invaluable for physicians, scientific men, students and
schools; and for every one who is a lover of the beautiful
things of nature; for it opens up an unseen kingdom to the
To Sell Da. WM. SMITH'S
view of the inquiring mind.
Each Microscope is put up in a neat box, with full directions
for using it carefully pasted on the box. Mounted Objects,
$1.50 per dozen. Wholesale terms liberal.
Containing over one thousand closely-printed, double-column,
Address HEALTH REFORMER,
octavo pages, from new electrotype plate', on good paper, and
is appropriately illustrated with over two hundred engravBattle Creek, Mich.
ings on Steel and Wood, and a series of fine authentic Maps.
This DICTIONARY embodies the results of the most recent
study, research, and investigation, of about sixty-five of the
most eminent and advanced Biblical scholars now living.
Clergymen of all denominations approve it, and regard it as
the best work of the kind in the English language, and one
--- AND —
which ought to be in the hands of every Bible reader.
It is a great library in itself. The labor and learning of
centuries are gathered in this one volume, to throw a clear,
AGRICULTURAL REPOSITORY.
strong light upon every page of the inspired word.
AGENTS WRITE—It is the easiest book to sell they ever
offered. ONE SAYS: "I have taken 310 orders in one town
A NEW MONTHLY, and
vicinity." ONE GENTLEMAN SAYS: "I have been connected with the Sabbath School FORTY-NINE YEARS, and
PUBLISHED BY
know of no book that will aid the Teacher and Student so
much as this." ONE AGENT REPORTS 55 ORDERS taken
the first THREE days of his canvass. ANOTHER 212 in TEN
H. A. KING &
days. A Lady writes : "I find the Dictionary a good book to
deliver. Everybody is satisfied with it, and as it becomes
NEVADA, OHIO,
known, more want it." For particulars, send for Circulars
and testimonials.
JONES, .777.N.11Thr & CO.,
Address,
AT ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

AGENTS' WANTED

DICTIONARY

The Bee-Keepers' Journal

Co.,

167 South Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

IN ADVANCE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING IN TAX REFORMER.

EDITED BY H. A. KING,
Author of the "Bee-Keepers' Text-Book," "Hints to BeeKeepers," &c.,

AND MRS. E. S. TUPPER,
Prize Essayist of U. S. Agricultural Society on Bee Culture.

One square,
Two squares,
Half column,
One column,
One page,

I I goad. 3 tenths. I 61donthe. I Year.
$2.00 $5.00 $9.00 $16.00
25.00
8.50 14.50
3.50
35.00
5.00 12.00 20.00
55.00
8.00 20.00 35.00
90.00
15.00 30.00 50.00

The January number, and Hints to Bee-Keepers, containing
our $25 premium offer, sent free on application. Write now
Twelve lines of nonpareil type, or one inch, constitute a
and you will not forget it. Address
square. Advertisements of less than a square, three months
or less, 25 cents per line for each insertion. Over three
II. A. KING & CO.,
NEVADA, Once. months, 20 cents per line. The above prices are strictly CASH.
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GRANITE STATE HEALTH INSTITUTE,
HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

DURING the past 17 years several thousand persons, mostly
chronic invalids, many of them old, long-standing, lingering
cases of disease, have visited this establishment for treatment.
The wonderful power of Hygienic Elements and agencies in
the treatment of human ailments, especially in the cure of
the more intractable and inveterate forms of chronic disease,
when scientifically and skillfully managed, have enabled the
conductors of this establishment to restore vast numbers of
desponding chronic invalids to perfect health, and very
greatly to alleviate the infirmities and sufferings of others.
There can be no better judges of the excellencies of a thing
than they who have practically tested it. Thousands who
have practically tested in their own persons, the great merits
of the non-drugging Hygienic plan of treating human ailments,
as practiced at this establishment, have expressed a desire
publicly to testify t' its great success in the treatment of
chronic sufferers. We have room only for the following names
and

TESTIMONY:
The undersigned, who have been patients at the "Granite
State Health Institute,"
N. H., having personally experienced the beneficial effects of treatment there administered,
take great pleasure in recommending it to the attention of
invalids everywhere who may be anxiously seeking the means
of restoration from long-standing and protracted sufferings.
Dr. W. T. Vail, the conductor of this establishment, is a
gentleman of experience and skill, having been educated to
the medical profession by a long course of personal suffering
in early life, as well as by a regular course of collegiate instruction, and by nearly twenty years' experience in tho healing art. Invalids placing themselves under his direction, will
find themselves under the care of a gentleman whose honesty,
candor, and medical intelligence, may be implicitly relied on.
We cordially and earnestly recommend the "Granite State "
as in our opinion one of the beet-conducted institutions of the
kind in the country, where thousands of our desponding
chronic invalids might easily be restored to health, could they
be induced to visit it.
Institutions of this kind have usually been grossly misrepresented and misunderstood. We have found it altogether
different from what we expected; viz., a place where invalids
receive the kindest, most skillful and generous treatment.
The table is set with an abundance of the best food. The water treatment is made gentle and pleasant to the patient. The
exercises and movements administered are skillfully and gently applied according to the patient's strength. The moral,
social, and religious influences are of the highest order, and
are an essential help to many an invalid. The "Granite
State" is a thorough-going cure; a home for the invalid; a
pleasant place to stop for a season; the place to get cured at.
Signed by—
John Adams, Gray Cor., Me.
Daniel Stevens. Plaisted, N. IL
Charles A. Jenkins, Stanetead, C. E.
Chester E. Pearsons, Coventry, Vt.
Charles Brewer, Petersham, Mass.
Levi B. French, North Bangor, N. Y.
Hiram W. Thompson, Berlin Falls, N. H.
8. F. Ayers, Cornish Flat, N. H.
Albert Brigham, Faystown, VtJ. B. Church, Hartland, Maine.
Aaron Webster, East Roxbury, Vt.
Joseph S. Walton, Hardwick, Vt.
G. F. Locke, East Wears, N. H. •
Francis Cobwin, Quincy, Mass.
Edwin Churchill, Stowe, Vt.
Charles Robertson, Northfield, N. II.
Harris W. Campbell, Henniker, N. U.
Andrew J. Morgan, Plymouth, N. H.
Rufus A. Fogg, Gorham, Me.
Henry M. Townsend, Mclndoe's Falls, Vt.
Howard M. Glidden, Wadleigh Falls, N. II.
Woodbury J. Dudley, Candia, N. H.
Alfred M. Smith, Plymouth, N. H.
C. B. Griswold, Lebanon, N. H.
Ira Goodall, Littleton, N. H.
Abiel Robinson, Winthrop, Me.
Elijah Brown, Kingston, N. H.
Thomas Hart, Marshall, Wis.
E. G. Rogers, Colebrook, N. H.
George W. Bowes. Halifax, N. S.
Mrs. C. AL Towne, Newtonville, Mass.
Mrs. E. Corporan, Champlain, N. Y.
Mary E. Lyman, Henniker, N. H.
L. A. Brigham, Waitsfield, Vt.
P Aldrich, Providence, R. I.
Lucy M. Bishop, Palmer, Mass.
Mary Davis, Palmer, Mass.
P. G. Sanborn, Hardwick, Vt.
A. M. Littlefield, Newtonville, Maas.
L. II. Waterhouse, Holyoke, Mass.
Mrs. E. It. Wallace, Milford, Mass.
Martha Hodgden, Holderness, N. H.
Mary C. Thurston, Lebanon, N. EL
Adeline Wood, Sharon, Mass,

Adelaide Fisher, Foxboro, Mass.
G. R. Hitchcock, Champlain. N. Y.
B. H. Goodall, Littleton, N. 11.
Rosetta Wheeler, Waterbury Center, Vt.
Mrs. II. B. Merrill, Yarmouth, Me.
Abbie F. Vail, Irasburgh, Vt.
Lucy C. Wheeler, Waitsfleld, Vt.
Maria Bowes, Halifax, N. S.
Rosetta Oliver, Concord, N. H.
Lottie B. Herrick, East Corinth. Me.
Almira Abbott, Salisbury, N. H.
Samantha Bliss, Cabot, Me.
Esther Matthews, Bristol, Conn.
Mittie N. Davis, Canterbury, N. II.
Adeline E. Chase, Cornish Flat, N. H.
Lure Howard, Lowell, Mass.
Sarah G. Noyes, Henniker, N. H.
Julia T. Noyes, Holiniker, N. H.
E. C. Davis, Palmer,Mass.
Ellen F. Maddocke, Hermon Pond, Me.
Mary D. Andrews, Bradford, N. H.
Julia Webster, Danville, N. H.
Mary C. F. Hazeltine, Littleton, N. II.
Elizabeth P. Morse, Sharon, Mass.
Emma Gile, Mt. Vernon, Me.
Elizabeth Adams, Bristol, Conn.
Reference may be made to hundreds of others, who have
verbally testified to statements similar to the above. We
have room only for the following names:—
Miss Charlotte House, Bristol, Conn.
Chase Whelman, Bickford, Me.
Miss Mary E. Stedman, Sidney, Me.
Mrs. E. R. Morrill, Winthrop, Me.
Miss D. P. Ginned°, North Attleboro, Mass.
Hamilton Sherman, Waverly, Penn.
G. H. Swazey, West Amesbury, Mass.
Mrs. H. S. Montague, Springfield, Mass.
Otis Thompson, Georgetown, Mass.
David Keith, Boston, Mass.
Henry Thompson, Jericho Center, Vt.
Wm. England, Blackenton, Mass.
Mrs. Mary A. Payne, Chicopee, Mass.
Mrs. E. Carter, Littleton, N. H.
James Oliver, Fergueonville, N. Y.
Mettle A. Eastman, Littleton, N. H.
Rev. J. W. Hathaway, Kendall Mills, Me.
Louis Prang, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Mary J. Lougee, Gilmanton, N. H.
Edson Dunton, Charleston, Yt.
Chandler A. Prentis, Waitsfield, Vt.
Mrs. Elizabeth Beatty, Baltimore, Md.
John Beatty, Baltimore, Md.
John A. Livesay, Woonsocket. R. I.
Mrs. Luna Clark, Lendaff, N. H.
Miss Nettie Rowe, Keysville, N. Y.
M. L. Moore, Middlefield, Conn.
M. M. Metzge, Myersville, Md.
Edmund Davis, Franklin, Vt.
R. M. Ragan, Fillmore, Indiana.
Miss Elizabeth Nichols, Chelsea, Mass.
Miss Emma Herrick, Chelsea, Mass.
Horace R. Cheney, Lewiston, Me.
S. F. Ayres, Cornish Flat, N. H.
G. R. Atkins, Bristol, Conn.
Mrs. 0. F. Wilcox, Chicopee, Mass.
Charles Brewer, Petersham, Mass.
Philo Ames, Waterbury, Vt.
E. N. Colton, West Bolton, Vt.
Mrs. W. C. Gage, Battle Creek, Mich.
Mrs. Mary M. Moses, Great Falls, N. H.
Mrs. M. A. 0. Francis. Woodstock, Vt.
G. M Stetson, Camden, Delaware.
M. Van Schaack, Kinderhook, N. Y.
Miss E. McDougal, Manchester, N. H.
Charles W. Richardson, McIndoe's Falls, Vt.
Cyrus K. Farnsworth, Washington, N. H.
Isaac H. Elliott, Waitsfield, Vt.
Mrs. E. A. Collet, Bangor, Me.
William H. Lane, Raymond, N. H.
John Wilder, Boston, Maas.
P. M. Fogler, South Hope, Me.
Mrs. M. A. Leach, South Hope, Me.
Mrs. Elna EHeot. Thomaston, Me.
Mrs. E. H. Taylor, Mobile, Ala.
Ellen G. Collins, Waterbury, Vt.
William V. Vail, Hamptonburgh, N. Y.
Henry M. Bowes, Newport, Me.
G. P. Guerrier, New Bedford, Mass.
James B. Smith, Rockford, Ill.
Maria Bowes, Halifax, N S.
Miss E. A. Prescott, North Vassalboro, Me.
Alonzo Brigham, Roxbury, Vt.
E. J. Carr, Derry, N. H.
N. W. Vitus, West Concord, Vt.
Ella M. Guild, Newport, N. H.
Mrs. Sophia Eastman, Fisherrille, N. II.

Mrs. Mary Haviland. New York City.
Miss Mary C. Perkins, Meredith Center, N. H.
Mrs. R. P. Aldrich, Providence, R. I.
Charles J. Snow, West Brookfield, Mass.
William C. Hobart, Groton, N. H.
Rev. D. F. Richardson, Hanover, Vt.
Rev. L. W. Ham, Swanzey, Mass.
William H. Webster, Litt e Br itain, C. W.
Mrs. Nancy Townsend, New Ipswich, N. H.
J. G. Lewis, Waitefield. Vt.
B. T. Kemp, Brooklyn, N. Y.
E. R. Bailey, Middlefield, Conn.
George B. Oliver. Fergusonville, N. Y.
John Butman, Enfield tenter. N. IL
Andrew C. Emmick, Columbus, Ohio.
Persons wishing particular information can address the
proprietor,
W. T. VAIL, M. D.. Hill, N. H.

Michigan Central Railroad.—Time Table.
GOING WEST_
DAY EXP. EVE. EXP. NIGHT EX.
MAIL.
Detroit,
6:35 A.M. 9:00 A.M. 6:00 P.M. 9:80 P.M.
Battle Creek, 12:40 P.M. 1:47 P.M. 11:33 P.M. 2:10 A.M.
Chicago, Arr. 7:40 P.M. 8:00 P.M. 6:30 A.M. 9:00 A.M.
LEAVE.

LIST OF WORKS
FOR SALE AT THE

Health Reform Institute,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
Trail's Hydropathic Encyclopedia,
Price $4.00. Postage 50 cts.

Trail's Handbook of Hygienic Practice,
Price $1.75. Postage 16 cte.

Graham's Science of Human Life,
Price $3.00. Postage 50 cte.

Dr. Jackson's "How to Treat the Sick
Without Medicine,"
Price $3.25 by mail, postage paid.

Jackson on Consumption,
Price $2.00. Postage 28 cts.

Jackson on The Sexual Organism,

GOING- EAST.

Price $1.75. Postage 16 cts.

5:00 A.m.1 8:O0 A.M. 5:15 P.M. 9:00 P.M.
Chicago,
Battle Creek,. 12:08 P. M. 1:47 P.M. 11:33 P.M. 3:10 A.M.
Detroit, Arr. 6:05 P.M.! 6:30 P.M. 3:45 A.M. 8:00 A.M.

Handbook for Home Improvement,

Palace sleeping cars on all night trains. Trains connect
at Detroit with the Great Western Road, for all points East.
W. K. MUIR,
Asst Oen. Supk, DETROIT.

E. SARGENT,

H.

Goal Supt, CHICAGO.

Price $2.25. Postage 24 cts.

Aims and Aids for Girls and Young
Women,
Price $1.25. Postage 12 cte.

Hopes and Helps for the Young,
Price $1.25. Postsge 12 cts.

The Right Word in the Right Place,
Price 75 do. Postage 8 cts.

THE BEST COOKING STOVE

How to Live, by Mrs. E. G. White,
Muslin $1.00. Postage 12 cts. Paper 75 eta. Postage 6 et,.

EVER MADE.

First Grand Prize Medal
AT THE
Verity EUIPOSiiiOns

First Prize at The
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAIR,
NEW YORE CITY,

1867.

At the following prices: No. 1, $9.00; No. 2. $10.50, No. 3,
$12.00; No. 4, $13.50; No. 5, $15.00—with the addition of
freight from the manufactory.
Address " Health Reformer," Battle Creek, Mich.

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE EAST.
Only One Change of Cars
Between Detroit and New York City, via

FIRST PRIZE AT THE- -

LOUISIANA STATE FAIR, 1867.
Gold Medal

We also furnish to order,

Kedzie's Improved Water Filters.

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY

At The

Groat MECHANICS & AGRICULTURAL Fair
AT NEW ORLEANS, JANUARY,

1868.

At the latter Fair all the first class Stoves were subjected
a very severe test by the committee. The Fuel and Dough
w ere w eighed and exact account taken of the time occupied
baking. After the trial the judges unanimously awarded a

Gold Medal to the

PEERLESS Cookillz Stou far SUPERIORITY,
Do not the above facts prove that the

On arrival of trains of the Michigan Central, Detroit and
Milwaukee, and Michigan Southern Railroads. Four Express Trains Leave Detroit Daily (Sundays excepted),
for London, Paris, Toronto, Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Rochester,
Ogdeusburgh, Burlington, Elmira, Albany, New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and all intermediate
places.
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Passengers will
find this route, via Rochester and Northern Central Railroad,
the shortest and most direct to those cities.
Only one Change of Care between Detroit
and Baltimore.

Fare always as low as by other lines.
Baggage checked to all principal points.

This is the only route via Niagara Falls and the
Mammoth Suspension Bridge.
During the Season of Navigation, daily connections are
made with Lake Ontario Steamers at Hamilton and TOronto.
Is the best Stove giber made. Call and see the PEERLESS!
By this line passengers have FIRST CHOICE OF STATEROOMS at
For Sale only by
Hamilton.
PULLMAN'S 16-wheeled Palace Sleeping Cars run on all night
trains between Detroit and Rochester.
Battle Creek, Mich.
8tf
CHAS. McCABE, Western Passenger Agent, Detroit.
THOS. SWIN YARD,
REFERENCES: Elder James White ; Dr. Russell, Health In- JAS. CHARLTON,
General Manager.
stitute, and Frank Richmond, at his Boarding House.
Gen. Agt., Hamilton, C.W.

PEERLESS

ELDRED & PETERS,

We do not give drugs in our practice. We are ardent lovers
DR. A. SMITH'S WATER-CURE,
of the true healing art, and our faith tells us that to cure the
THE HYMAN HOME, is situated on the eastern slope of Cush- sick is not to poison them with drugs. We have "Hygeia"
ion Mountain, 1 1-2 miles from the station at Weruersville, on
enthroned at the Ilygeian Home, and her laws we teach and
she Lebanon Valley Railroad, 8 miles from ti.e city of Readobey. DR. A. SMITH has been a
ing, Pa., and is easy of access by railroad from all parte of
the United States.
SUCCESSFUL PRACTITIONER

THE CLIMATE.
Is mild and pleasant, and the air is pure and bracing. THE
SCENERY IS TItULY GRAND AND DELIGHTFUL, having
a full view of the Blue Mountains, from the Delaware Water
Gap, to west of Harrisburg, a distance of over one hundred
stiles, and overlooking Lebanon Valley, the city of Reading,
numerous villages, and the finest fruit and grain-growing
districts in the State. The walks and rambles are dry and
dean, extending for miles in various directions, with all that
eaa be desired of groves, sun, and shade. The buildings are
new, and the bath rooms large and airy, supplied with an
abundance of

PURE SOFT WATER,
Both hot and cold.

Of the water-cure system for over sixteen years. Surgeon
Gen. PALMER said: "As regards purity of the water, beauty of
location, grandeur of scenery, completeness of the bathing
facilities, with pnre,bracing air, a mild climate, and perfect
home comforts, the use of the electrical baths, the Swedish
movement cure, the light gymnastics, and ccrabining with all
these natural agents, your great experience in heeling the
sick, THE HYGEIAN HOME stands pre-eminently superior as
health institution."

THE FEMALE DEPARTMENT
Is in charge of Mrs. C. SMITH, M. D., and Miss Dr. P. 1'.
DRAPER. Thus all who place themselves under our care may
feel assured of all that professional skill and personal kindness can accomplish to aid them in the recovery of health.

Our Terms are Reasonable,
The home comforts great, and in all respects the HYGEIAN HOME is a FIRST-CLASS CURE.

ROUTE. — Come either to Harrisburg, Pa., or Reading; thence to Wernersville, on the Lebanon Valley Railroad.
Address all letters to
Wernersville, Bet Its Co., Pa.

HYGIENIC AND MOVEMENT INSTITUTE.
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA.
THOS. W. DEERING, M. D., Surgeon and Physician.
MRS. ELLEN GOODELL SMITH, M. D., Physician.
The proprieters take pleasure in announcing that they have
secured the services of the above Surgeon and Physicians.
The house is new, with large rooms capable of acommod tine
one hundred patients, and beautifully located on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi. Its home comforts are unsurpassed.
The climate, as is well known, is the great resort for invalids
suffering from the various manifold forms of disease. The
scenery in this section is unsurpassed for magnificence. Patients will he under the direct personal supervision of the
physicians, wh. se lectures on the various topics relating to
the attainment lied preservation of health will be of paramount importance The fall and winter seasons we regard as
the best for treatment. Special attention to surgery and surgical diseases. Business communications addressed to the
Institute. Professional correspondence to either of the physicians. P. 0. Box 973. Send stamp for circular.

WM. L. JAYCOX, M. D.,
HYGIENIC PHYSICIAN,
CLARINDA, IOWA.

"Economy is Wealth."—Franklin.
WHY WILL PEOPLE PAY $50 or $200 for a Sewing

81 Machine, when $25 will buy a better one for all practical
purposes? Regardless of reports to the contrary, the subscribers wish to inform their army of friends that the FRAMELIN" and " Dtestoxn" Machines can be had in any quantity.
This is a first-class Standard Machine of established re' ation, double thread, complete with Table, and not in the catalogue of cheap, single-thread hand machines. It is constructed
upon entirely new and improved principles, and DOES NOT
infringe upon any other in the world. Warranted for ten
years, and is emphatically the poor woman's friend. Mare
than 50,000 patrons will testify that these machines excel ALL
others. We defy every competition as to merit or price.
.fiar•AGENTS WANTED. Machines sent on trial, and given
away to families who are needy and deserving. For Circulars,
Testimonials. and reduced prices, address J. C. OTTIS k Co.,
Machine Brokers, care Box 397, Boston, Mass.

Agents Wanted.---$10 a Day.
Two 010 Maps for $4.

PATENT REVOLVING ROUBLE NAP
TWO CONTINENTS, AMERICA AND EUROPE,
AND AMERICA WITH THE UNITED STATES
PORTION ON AN IMMENSE SCALE.
Colored—in 4000 Counties.
THESE great Maps, now just completed, 64x62 inches large,
show every place of importance, all Railroads to date. and
the latest alterations in the vans us }hawse states. These
Naps are needed in every School end family in the land—they
occupy the space of one Map. and by means of the Reverser,
either side can be'thrown front, and any part brought level
to the eye. County Rights and large discount given to good
Agents.
Apply for Circulars, Terms, and send money for and see
Sample Maps first, if not sold, taken back on demand.

J. T. LLOYD,
23 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.

CITY BAKERY,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
THE subscriber would announce that he is prepared
to furnish a good and reliable article of Graham flour,
from the best white winter wheat. Also, Graham
crackers, water or milk, made from best materials.

PRICES_
$7 00
Graham Flour, per barrel, ..... ........ . ..
. 11 tie
Milk Crackers, per lb
.
.
Water Crackers, leavened or unleavened, per lb.._. 8 eta.
The above prices are for the articles delivered at
the bakery or on the cars at Battle Creek. In all
cases the cash must accompany the order.
S. M. BOOTH,
Address, •
Box 257, Battle Creek, Mich.

